
ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE EMPLOYEES 

9th ANNUAL P~OV I ttC 1 /\L CQNVENT l ON 

June 26 & 27, 1982 

Held at Vancouver Indian Centre, 1607 East Hastings St., Vancouver B.C. 

MINUTES 

Saturday June 26, 1982 

Nancy Wiggs, Chairperson (President) 
lid Strand, P.ecording Secretary (Secretary Treasurer) 

Nancy Wiggs called the Convention to order at 9:35 a.m. 
Delegates Introduced themselves: 

Nancy Wiggs, President, AUCE local 1 
Jack Gegenberg, Vice President, AUCE Local 6 
Sheila Perret, Union Organiser, AUCE Local 4 
Kathy Chopik, Provincial Rep, AUCE Local 7 
Janet Laxton, AUCE Local 7 
Francis Boabang, AUCE Local 6 
Stephen Gray, AUCE local 6 
Jeanne Williams, AUCE Local 6 
Lorrie Rud1and, AUCE Local 6 
Nellie Norman-Villegas, local 6 
Michele Valiquette, Ptovincial Rep, AUCE Local 6 
Sandy Church, AUCE Local 2 
John Shayler, AUCE Local 2 
Gail Slavik, AUCE Local 2 
Ann Sullivan, AUCE local 2 
Lynne Taylor, AUCE Local 2 
Bob McAdie, Provincial ~ept AUCE Local 2 
Sheila Rowswell, Provincial Rep, AUCE Local l 
Suzan Zagar, AUCE Loca 1 1 · 
Lid Strand, Secretary Treasurer, AUCE Loca1 1 

Observers: 
Joan Meister, AUCS Local 2 
Mary Ogilvie, AUCE local 6 
MOTION: Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Jack Gebenberg 

That there b,e no sm~k i,.n£1_ i fl the Convention Ha 11 • 

CARRIED 
MOTION: Moved: Michele Valiquette Seconded: Sheila Perret 

That the ~ules of Order Conv~nti?n _be a~op!~~· 
CARRIED 

MOTION Moved: lid Strand Seconded: Kathy Chopik 
That .. ~te,vf?.n Scptt,. ,from Cha_rlet,o~ Universi tt, be, permitted t,o o.bserve the 
Convention. 
CARRIED 

continued on page 2 
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MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg 
That th~ Agenda be adopted. 

AME NOME UT Moved: Ann Sullivan 

Seconded: Sheila Rowswell 

Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

Page 2 

That Emergency Resolutions be heard immediately after Regular Resolutions. 
CARRIED 

MOTlON AS AMENDED: 
!h~t t~e Ag~nda b~ ~~~eted wi!h th~ .E~~rg~ncy ~esolution~ being heard 
immediately.after Reg~lar ~esoluti9ns. 
CARRIED 

NOMINATIONS FOR TABLE OFFICER POSITIONS: 
The Chair opened nominations. She requested that any nominations be given to 
her in writing. 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Bob McAdie 
That we receive the minutes from the 1981 Convention. 

Jack Gegenberg suggested that since the delegates hadn't received the dockets 
before the Convention that we now take a break. 
MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Michele Valiquette 

That the Convention break for 20 minutes. 
Sheila Perret called the question on the motion. 

MOTIOtJ AS MOVED - CARRIED 
Convention reconvened after twenty minute break. 

The Chair asked for volunteers to act as Trustees for the Convention. 
Lynne Taylor and Janet Laxton volunteered. 
PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE REPORTS 
President 1 s and yice President's Report. 
Jack outlined Presidentts and Vice President•s Report. He emphasised that 
there was no Report from the Executive as a whole but reports from the 
President and Vice President and one from the Secretary Treasurer included 
in the docket .. 
The Report from the President and Vice Presicient was originally inte~ded to 
be an Fxecutive Report. The report was extensively debated by the Provincial 
Executive. The Provincial Executive did not want this document to go to 
Convention as its statement, so it has been submitted in this way. 
Jack pointed out that the Convention was less crowded than previous AUCE 
Conventions. At this particular time, two Locals have 4ecided to not send 
delegates, Local One has no delegates present at the time and only two (out 
of 10 eligible) were elected, Local Two has only about half the delegates that 
it is entitled to. That is a sign of something pretty significant about AUCE. 
It's particularly significant that of the Locals with delegations here, Locals 
One, Two and Six are in negotiations and basically fighting for their 1 ives 
and our new local, Local Seven is currently desperately trying to get 
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certified so they can begin to actually function as a union. So essentially 
all the Locals represented here are in crisis in a way. On top of particular 
difficulties we are all facing wage controls and cutbacks. In spite of that 
there are very few people here . 
\./hat this means is that for most people who are active in J\UCE who are involved 
in the Locals do not look at the Provincial as being anything that is going 
to be able to solve problems for the Localse People depend upon their Locals 
to get through crises and Provincial is mostly regarded as being irrelevant 
to the things that have to be done. This is testimony to the fact that AUCE 
is no more than the sum of its locals. AUCE represents a certain kinf of 
trade union which we adopted about ten years ago deliberately to make us 
distinct from the way most trade unions operate. We chose a particular way 
to fight our bosses and that way is by membership participation, democratic 
structures and commitment to the broad issues raised by feminism. It's those sort 
of abs tract t t ·, i n gs t ha t · i n any sense mu k e ,4. UC E more than the sum of i ts l oc a 1 s ; 
Nothing else. The fact that there are so few people at this Convention means that 
people in AUCE generally are not going to look to the Provincial Association 
as the way out for difficulties. At best Provincial can function as 1) Primarily 
organising Locals and 2) keeping the channels of communications open between the 
locals that exist. Provincial is not going to be able to accomplish other 
things, The fact that the two locals that are trying to get out are the two 
small Locals is a testament to our failure to service small Locals. We can't 
do it. That's why its no accident that the rwo Locals are trying to leave 
desperate.ly. 

We have two choices: We can try to muddle on or we can try to drastically change 
the Provincial Association to be something which is going to be, if not 
useful, then at least tolerable to the Locals that are still within AUCE. For 
Provincial to continue in the direction that is has been going will not do 
that. Local One, as soon as its negotiations are finished will reconsider the 
whole question of secession. tf Local One seceeds, then AUCE will become two 
TA Locals and one clerical Local. And then we're getting pretty far away from 
the type of union that AUCE is supposed to be. 
The important thing to maintain isn 1 t Provincial as it is nowt it is 
that the Locals remain the kind of organisations that they are now. 
commitments to democracy, to membership participation, to the broad 
feminism continue to exist in ALICE Locals . 

to ensure 
That the 

issues of 

The only way for that to continue to exist is to make sure that the structure 
of the Provincial Association itself does not drive away Locals and drive them 
away into the hands of other unions which are not committed to the same sort 
of principles that our Locals are committed to. The main issue to be faced 
today is how to keep our Locals from becoming something very different from 
the kind of unions that they ~till are. We feel that the best way to 
accomplish this is to significantly decentralise AUCE as it now. To essentially 
switch the Provincial Association from being a large body of itself into becoming 
hasical1y just a Council of Locals. The Provincial Association would consist 
of Local Reps elected from each of the Locals, that would be essentially it. 
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The scale of operations of the Provincial would be significantly narrowed 
down. Thatts the only way that we can see AUCE continuing. If AUCE stays 
the way it is then we will lose Local One) then Local Two and then eventually 
the TA Locals as well. We will lost them to things that will significantly 
affect the type of unions that those Locals will have. 
There is an emergency resolution} #lt which will come up later which will set 
up the machinery to transform the AUCE Provincial Association as it is now 
into a Provincial Council of Locals. This is the main issue facing the 
Convention. 
INQUIRY COMMITTEES 
Nancy outlined the activities of the committees. We received in the early new 
year petitions from Locals 4 and 5 pretty much around the same time asking that 
the secession procedure begin. We took a look at the Constitution and made 
some decisions about how to proceed. The Constitution divides that procedure 
up into two sections - the first section is an inquiry and the second section 
is a referendum after there has been an inquiry . . The Executive then decided 
about how an inquiry would happen and what it would be. We decided that an 
inquiry could be a number of things but that it had to be totally independent 
of the local. So, it could include a questionaire, it could include going and 
meeting with stewardst executives, the membership at that Local, it could 
include a membership meeting. We decided that one of the major things that 
we would do would be a questionaire. We sent questionaires to members of 
both Locals and got back negligible results from both Locals. After that we 
did hold referendums. The one thing that t want to raise today is if you 
look at Section 6A of the Constitution the last sentence of Section 6A says: 

"A majority of the Local Association membership shall approve the 
motion for secession before it is considered passed .. 11 

The Provincial 1ooked at that wording and decided that that meant a majority 
of members of the bargaining unit must say yes we wish to seceed before the 
motion passes. Neither one of the Locals acheived that even though their 
votes were overwhelmingly in favour of secession. Under this sentence their 
vote to seceed failed. Nancy assurnest although she has not received anything, 
that Local Four wfll probably contest that interpretation although she can't 
be certain, however she wanted to pass that information on. 
Jack informed the Convention that PPWC had signed up members at Local 5 and 
applied for a raid. He told the Convention that the vote would happen on 
Tuesday June 29th. He felt that regardless of what we did their secession 
has happened regardless of whether we allow them to leave AUCE or not. 
Stephen Gray asked Jack about the issue of the sr.iall Locals leaving AUCE. 
He wants to knov,J ho\--.J tbe failure to service them is relevant and how the 
proposed change would alter that. 

Jack pointed out that the proposal for a Provincial Council wasn•t meant to 
address servicing. Small Locals have different difficulties than larger 
ones. They don•t have the revenue to provide to pay for the research, 
expertise necessary. We thought on the Provincial that we could to some 
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extent make up for that by providing the services for small Locals. 
Unfortunately, the Provincial can't do that by its very nature. We aren•t 
that large an organisation that we can service small Locals. There are 
other problems with it too. Much of the funds coming into the Provincial 
are used up internally~ That money can 1 t be turned back to the Loca1s. 
The issue of the small locals become irre1evant. If we lose the large 
Locals as well, nothing is left. To gain or keep small locals we need 
an ALICE to begin with . A Provincial Council per se will not solve the 
issue of why small locals are not than comfortable to being in AUCE. 
Its the first step that we have to take to l<eep ALICE in existence now. 
Lateri we can deal with the problem of providing small Locals with what 
they need. 

lid felt that the two Locals did not necessarily leave because of ~oor 
servicing. Local Four left because there was a fundamental difference in 
how a union functions from the rest of the Association. Local Five left 
because of the distance involved and because they joined the CCU in 
direct opposition to a Provincial Policy and because they did not fit within 
AUCE. 
MOTION Moved: Lynne Taylor Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

~h,at __ \11Je _ac;c,e.et ,,the Prov.inc i~ 1 Executive Rep~_r,t_s .. 

CARRIED 

Sheila Perret stated that she wished to make a verbal Organiser•s Report. 
The chair pointed out she had called the vote and no one indicated a desire 
to speak, however she permitted Sheila to make her report. 
ORGANISER'S REPORT 
She spent the last year talking to potential Loca1s, helping to organise the 
one new Local that we have here and organising educationals. 

Local Seven now organising .. Jack, Mary~ Nancy Lid and I each went over to 
Local Seven and worked with them. 

We had requests to meet with two other groups, which helps explain why we 
don't have written reports~ We were approached by the Fraser Valley Faculty 
and Staff Association members of the non-faculty membership. They are seriously 
disatisfied with the way the Executive of the Association are representing 
the staff interests. The majority of the Union Executive are Faculty. They 
were about to go into negotiations and they felt that not enough interest 
was being paid to their needs ~ They decided to hang in until this contract 
was settled and then they might reconsider .. ·There were about g to 10 clerica·t 
workers at this meeting. 

We met with representatives of four neighbourhood houses in Vancouver who were 
interested in organising. They voted to join CUPE even though we made a 
strong presentation~ They are now going into certification hearings. 
Many of them are transient workers, they have no security in terms of senioriy. 
lf a family decides that they no longer want services then the worker is 
dismissed. It is absolutely under the family's control. 
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Lid met with some representatives of the staff who work for the BC Teacher's 
Federation. 

Sheila has assisted Local Six with their shop steward's s~ninar, organising 
the Bargaining Strategies Seminar cross ?rovincially and trying to get some 
educational services togetherc She is preparing for a Shop Steward's Seminar 
in the Fa 11 ., 

SECRETARY TREASURER•s REPORT 

Lid O!Jtlined the Secretary Treasurer's written report. He mentioned that 
there are a number of recomendations made in his report. They are that a 
part time book keeper be hired, that a training program be set up, and that 
Provincial concentrate on two or three areas for its activities. He also 
briefly discussed the outline of duties of Provincial Officers that he 
handed out and the difficulties that having an elected person fill the 
position cause. He also mentioned a report that had been made to the 
Provincial Executive on the difficulties that he had encountered in handling 
the books. 

Lid mentioned the difficulties that we have had with one of the two organisers 
hired at local Seven~ The two organisers had been hired for four months. 
One of the two organisers continued to work for two weeks after the four 
months. He went to the Employment Standards Branch to gain payment for those 
two weeks and because we don't have documentation to prove beyond a shadow 
of a do u b t th a t he kn ev-J th a t he had been h i red for f o u r mon th s vie w i l 1 
probably be forced to pay him. Lid suggested that we would have to tighten 
up our hiring procedures to make sure that we have the necessary documentation . 
Stephen Gray wanted to know if hiring a part time book keeper would take a~1ay 
from the necessity of a training program for the Secretary Treasurer. Lid 
felt that it would reduce the kind of training program but that because 
anyone could be elected as Secretary Treasurer that it would be necessary to 
find out the strenghts and weaknesses of the new Secretary Treasurer and tailor 
any training program to the person. 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Bob McAdie 

That we a~_et the .9.:9 .. ?n.i~'s Report. 
CARR r ED 

PROVINCIAL COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Discussion on the Report from the Lobbying Committee. Jack pointed out that 
the three reports in this report discuss two main focuses of Lobbying - the 
BC Federation of Labour Convention and the Canadian Labour Congress Convention. 
He stated that there Wa5 a slight change of tone from the BC Fed Convention to 
the CLC Convention with the BC Fed Convention Report being more optimistic. 
Jack•s optimism about stJccessfully lobbying the CLC for admission has lessened 
because of the report from those who attended the CLC Convention in Winnipeg. 
It doesn't seem 1 ike we have a very good chance of getting into the CLC. Jack 
mentioned that there is a resolution coming from the Executive that we discontinue 
our attempt to lobby the CLC. 
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MOTlOM Moved: Sheila Perret 

CARRIED 

FINANCIAL REPORT 
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Seconded : Bob McAdie 

Nancy mentioned that three reports had been handed out supplementary to 
the report in the Docket. One wa s enti t led Revenue and Expenditures, one 
entitled Campbell Sharp and one entitled Financial Report. Jack took over Chair. 
Lid mentioned that th e books were sent to the auditors too late to get 
them ready for Convention. He mentioned that he had had great difficulty 
in getting the books done and that eventually Sheila Perret had been given 
the responsibility of getting them up to date . A letter from Carol Dinsmore, 
from Campbell Sharp out1 ined her views on preparing the books. On Friday 
Lid had gone to the Auditors, gone through the bookst and compiled a list 
of revenues and expenditures. He emphasised that these are only a listing 
that the Auditors had at that time and did not include monies that should 
have been spent last year or monies that had not been received as of March 
31st but would be. He emphasised that the revenues are accurate as of March 
31st. 

He pointed out that this year ~gain that we had had difficulties with late 
payments from Locals, particularly Local 4. A letter to the membership had 
just agravated the situation. Although the Provincial Executive were 
proposing an amendment to the Provincial Constitution to tighten up payment 
of per capita, the Provincial Executive was hesitant to suspend the membership 
of a Local because they had paid per capita. The difficulty was with Local 
Treasurers or Executives who were not forwarding the per capita. Often the 
local membership did not know. 

Lid outlined the figures on expenditures. There was a dispute with Ellis and 
Foster, our previous accountants. That had given us a firm figure and then 
presented us with a bill that was si gnificant ly higher . The Executive had 
voted to only pay the originally quoted figure of $1200. The outstanding 
bill is st,·11 in dispute .. A recomendation is coming from the Executive that 
we pay a portion of the outstanding amount and close off the account. 
lid mentioned that some of the reasons for our spending being over budget 
were: the Hearing bn the Discipline of Local Five, the Bargdining Strategies 
Seminar, Airfare for Marlene Bivins, and overtime payments for the Previous 
Secretary Treasurer as aprroved by th e Convention last year. The $10,000 Should 
have been appropria t ed to the Strike Fund. Lid felt that after appropriating 
expenses into the proper fiscal year and after we gain the outstanding per 
capita that we will only be $5000 in the hole. 

Nancy stated that we should have been putting 12.S Z of per capita into the 
strike fund. This year we haven't been doing this or else we have been using 
it as a slush fund. We should be taking the view that the excess is more 
like $15,000. 

Lid pointed out that we have approximately $9,300 coming to us which was not 
included under revenue because it was not cash in hand. 
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MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Sheila Perret 

That the ~ .9.eo.?ed -~982-~_t_covincia~ Bu(!_g_~t be ,a,eeroved. 
MOTION Moved: Nancy Wiggs Seconded: Sheila Perret 

.!_h_c:'t ad_(?p_~ion of 1:,~_e_ !_~82-83 Provincial Bu~t be deferred until immediatel:{_ 
after the Emerg~ncy_ ~9 .. ~st.~ ~ut_io~J__Arnend~ents are dealt \..Ji th. 
CARRIED 

Sheila Perret outlined the difficulties that we had with Ell is Foster) our 
previous Auditors. 

MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Nancy Wiggs 
That Convention endorse the Provincial Executive's decision to dismiss 

. ---------------------------------------------El 1 is Foster as AUCE1 s Auditors . 
CARRIED 

Sheila Perret mentioned that approximately $326 is in dispute with Ell is Foster 
a nd that she was recomending that we pay half the outstanding amount. 
MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Nancy Wiggs 

..T.~at we. pa.,y .. 1 . .f ... .£.f the outstandin bi 11 of a Jroxirnatel $336 to El 1 is 
Foster and Cgmp~..t.. "{ and that we tell them to l i ke ; t or lump it. 

CARRIEf' 

MOTtON Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Nancy Wiggs 

That the Audi tors _C .. ~mp~e 11 S.h~r.e _a_nd .~(?mpany_ be .. aepo,i nted 
Annual Convention. 
CARRIED 

until the 10th 
' 

Kathy Chopik asked how money was put into the strike fund. Lid answered that 
as per capita tax was received that the 12.5 Z was transfered into the strike 
fund but that the strike fund was dipped into to cover outstanding bills. 
Sh~ila Perret felt that we should look realistically at our strike fund and 
change its function. She felt that our strike fund was a sham and that it 
was too small to he1p that much in a strike. She felt that it would be more 
rea 1 is tic to ca 1 l i t a "Local Assistance Fund" so that it would be read i 1 y 
available to the Local membership for arbitration assistance, for organising 
assistance and to make it something that the Locals can see as really benefiting 
them~ She feJt that by changing the purpose of the fund that we could make 
our membership realise that their $3.25 is going to something that ·can really 
benefit them. 

Continued on Page 9 
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MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret 
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Seconded: Michele Valiquette 
That Convention directs the Provincial E~ecutiye to receive and approve 
the audit from C~mp~e 11 _Sh.?_r p an~ yvhen that is done that it be 
circulated to the inernbers _h_ip, throuQh_ the ,news.letter. 

Nancy felt that this procedure had to be followed because it was impossib1e 
to approve an uncompleted audit. Mary Ogilvie suggested distributing the 
budget before the Executive approves it. Bob pointed out that under section 17 E of the Provincial Constitution that the Budget must be approved by the 
Convention. 
The chair ruled that the Motion was out of order. 
Sheila Perret cha1lenged the chair. 
Sheila Perret stated the Audit had to be presented to Convention, not that 
the Convention had to approve it. She felt that this motion was the most 
responsible way of dealing with the situatjon. The Chair responded by stating 
that if the motion is passed that the Convention will be by-passed - therefore 
he felt the motion was out of order. 
THE CHAI~ IS DEFEATED. Motion is on the floor. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Jeanne Williams Seconded: Nancy Wiggs 

That the audit be distributed before it is approved by the Provincial 
Executive. 

MOTION RULED OUT OF ORDER. 
PROCEDURAL MOTION Moved: Nancy Wiggs Seconded: Sheila Perret 

That the ~otion be split. 
1 ·, "' • 

CAP.RIED 
The motion on the floor is: 

That Convention directs the Provincial Convention to receive and approve 
the audit from Carnphell Sharp. 

AMENDMENT Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Stephen Gray 
T ha t "d i rec t " be ch an g e d to ' 1 Au tho r i s e II i n t he mo t i on . 
DEFEATED 

At1ENDMEtJT Moved: ~ancy Wiggs Seconded: Lynne Taylor 
That the phrase "and approve" be de lea ted so the motion reads 1 'That Convention 
directs the Provincial Executive to receive the audit from Campbel 1 Sharp. 
CARRIED 

MOTl0N AS AMENDED 
That Convention directs the Provincial Executive to receive the audit from ---------------------·-----------------------Carnpbe 11 Sharp. 
CARRIED 

continued on Page 10 
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That when the audit has been received that it be circulated to the 
_!11e:11.~.C:;rs.~ i ,e_ through the ne\vS Jetter. 

CARRIED 

MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Suzan Zagar 
That the Financial _R_eport be recieved as present _~ .. 

CARRIED 

Stephen Gray wanted to know why the audit was not back from the Auditors on 
time. lid said that due to his inability to do the books that the books had 
been sent to the auditors too late~ Sheila Perret mentioned that the last 
year's closing statement had not been done by the previous auditors and that 
our current auditors had been forced to work through and close off those 
figures. 

MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Ann Sullivan 
That we take a 10 minute break. 
CARRIED 

LOCAL REPORTS 

-~ocal O~e ~eeo~! 
There was not written report from Local One, so a verbal report was given by 
Suzan Zagar, Local Vice President, member of the Contract Committee, me~ber 
of the Grievance Committee, and member of the Strike Committee. 
Carole Cameron has just been reelecte~ Union Organiser. The former Union 
Coordinator had been hired by Vt1REU and her replacement Shirley Irvine has 
just started her term. The Local has just elected Marcel Cionne, President. 
He has served as President previously. 
The local is currently in Contract Negotiations. Around 100 contract changes 
are on the table. They have proposed more significant revisions than ever 
before. The most significant proposal is a total revamping of the job 
reclassification and paygrade system. An example that she gave was that 
the Sec re tar i a 1 Job Desc r i pt f ons \'\JOU 1 d be broken dov-Jn in to Steno Secretary, 
Clinical Secretary, Clinical Office Assistant. They are also trying to break 
down the Clerk group into two groups of clerks such as Clerk and Clerk Typist 
to distinguish the clerks who require typing and the clerks who do not require 
typing. They are further trying to break down the C1erica1 group by introducing 
new job descriptions such as Type Setter, Bindery Operator. The University 
is trying to 1 imit the right of transfer for these employees by restricting 
the Classification to fewer workers. They are also proposing the inserting 
of a new paygrade in the centre of the current payscale. Their is no wage 
offer from management on the table. They usually only provide a ltcounter" 
to the Union's wage demand. Their usual strategy is to deal with the non-
monetary issues first and get them off the table and then deal with the 
monetary issues. The Union is concerned that the paygrade issue will lead 
to a lower increase for some members to pay for the cost of the increase_ 
David Ferry, from the Trade ~esearch Bureau, advised the union on no 
uncertain terms that the union should get the proposal off the table and deal 
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with it under another article in the contract to ensure that it doesn't 
come under the wage controls. One article has been signed. A change to 
Article 1:01, General Purpose, to add that the p~rpose of the Agreement is 
the prompt disposition of disputes. The kind of proposals from the 
University are: That the Union not be permitted to discipline our members 
for crossing a picket line; tightening up Leave of Absence Without Pay to 
force members to give reasons for requesting leave; to delete the staff room 
in the Main Library. In general this last year has been a frustrating one 
for the Local. Their have been many layoffs and many positions lost through 
attrition. 

Nancy wanted to know why Suzan felt that there were only two delegates from 
Local One. Suzan felt that only a few people were active and that all of them 
were overworked. Nancy wanted to kn9w why so few people were active at such 
a large Local~ Nancy felt that we must reorganise the Local from the ground 
up. Suzan pointed out that two people were leaving the contract committee 
in late July. She finds it frustrating. 11 People seem to care about contract 
talks but they don 1 t seem to care about doing the work that's involved with 
it.1 1 She has tried to get more people involved but they just won't vo1unteerp 
Sheila Perret felt that management 1 s proposals were an attempt to waste 
time. Many of them were intruding into the internal affairs of the union. 
She also finds it curious that UBC was expecting a shortfall of $6-7 million 
and have just announced a surplus of $6.2 mill ion" She wonders how this 
surplus will affect further cutbacks? She feels that it might lead to 
further cutbacks because they were stupid enough to announce this surplus. 
Sheila Rowswell felt that the Union could use the surplus to bring about 
increased optimism to the membership about the possibility of getting a 
catch up wage increase. Suzan mentioned that when it became clear last June 
and July that the Local was falling behind other groups on campus that the 
membership directed the Executive to ask for a wage re-opener. In September, 
the University responded by proposing a s1 iding scale of increases of 1. 1% 
at the bottom to 5.5Z at the top. This was tied to a three phase package 
where the second phase would involve a union-management committee to take 
a look at job standards and to use these revised job standards as the basis of 
negotiations this year. The package was rejected because the university would 
not separate the wage increase from the other issues. Sheila Rowswell felt 
that the university came up with a divisive proposal and that they are still 
continuing that approach. In general employers are on the offensive. She 
feels that they are moving to divide our union. He feels that the onus is 
on the Local Executive to reorgaise the union. Without active shop stewards 
you won't get people who are able to gain union experience and come up to 
take up Executive and Contract positions. You won't have people to talk to 
rank and file members about what the university's proposals mean and why we 
need to go for a 22% wage catch-up this year. Without this reorganising the 
membership is left with influences from management and the press who say that 
workers have to tuck in their belts this year. The task for the next year 
is to keep our membership united. Stephen Gray mentioned that the Local Six 
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Executive had sent a letter to the Local One membership encouraging them 
to attend the Convention. He wondered if their were reasons other than 
over work for the poor turnout at Convention . Suzan informed us that 
the Local Six letter was not discussed at the Executive Meeting. Sheila 
Rwoswell felt that there had been no organised opposition to attendance 
at Convention. The reason was that people were tired and overworked. The 
attitudes to Provincial are not clear because they are not discussed. The 
people are overworked. She feels that there has not been enough of an 
organisational base. People haven't been drawn in. She doesn 1 t feel that the 
people are apathetic. They just don 1 t know what to do about their situation. 

Loe.a 1 Tv,JO P-ep_o rt. 
There is no written report from Local Two but the delegates are prepared to 
answer specific questions. 

Nancy wanted to know if the contract proposals had been approved and what the 
procedure for approval was. Bob McAdie informed us that the approval of 
the proposals had not been completed and that he felt that negotiations with 
the university wouldn 1 t start during the summer. Sheila Perret wanted to 
know what would happen now that the latest dues referendum had failed. Bob 
McAdie confirmed that the dues referendum had failed but that a new one has 
been sent out. It is due to be counted on July 5th. The previous dues 
increased had asked for a percentage increase - based on hours worked. That 
referendum failed and it was felt that one reason for the failure was that 
some members did not want to pay that kind of dues. The new referendum has 
a two part ballot. The first asks if the membership wants a dues increase. 
The second part asks if they want a set dollar amount increase or if they 
want a 1% formu1a. John Shay]er felt that this is the most well rounded 
presentation ever made~ It has several options, it also provides information 
about what would happen if it fails. It puts the onus on the membership to 
state if they ever want an increase. He feels that it would be difficult 
to justify sending out another referendum if this one fails. 

Shei1a Perret wanted to know what happened to the job evaluation proposal 
from the University. Lynne Taylor responded. She stated that the Joint 
Committee (2 union-2 management) presented a lengthy proposal recomending 
the Decision Band Method. The Executive has been looking at DBM and doing 
extra research. The University would not provide enough copies for members 
of the bargaining unit so Provincial assisted with printing enough copies. 
~t went into the hands of the membership and there hasn't been much feedback. 
The Executive is still lokking at it. John Shayler stated that the report 
is very long and convoluted. People are pigeon holed into bands. The bands 
are determined by the amount of resposibility that they have at decision 
making. The top three bands are high decision making - we are left with 
the bottom three bands. Within each band there is a breakdown of decision 
making. In the lowest band your work would be determined by the fact that 
you make virtually no decisions. If someone asked you a question your decision 
would be to tell them that you don't know. The problem with the whole set up 
is that it pigeon holes people into catagories where your work value is 
determined by the amount of decision you make~ It is very easy for the universit y 
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to then, when a job is vacated, and this new system is in place, to take a 
position that former1y had certain types of decisions to take those decisions 
out, to give written written explanations to you on how you do the job and 
therefore you have guide) ines and you•re not making decisions anymore. If 
you do make a decision outside of that band the onus is on you to not make 
that decisionw When the 1ast Executive first looked at the system we 
throught that it was a beautifully designed managerial device~ The research 
has been slow to consolidate. The more research we do the more we see that 
it is not a valid option. 

lid asked why contract negotiations are late and what the effects of this 
will be. John Shayler felt that this was part and parcel of a larger difficulty 
at the Local where when people are elected to serve on a committee it is first 
of all difficult to get anyone to come forward. lt is difficult to get 
representation from the divisions~ Getting them takes time. The second 
difficulty is that once elected the group had difficulty meeting due to 
schedules, due to how feasible they thought meeting would be. It took them 
a month before they got together in order to have discussions amoungst 
themselves. Then negotiations were further slowed by the fact that we are a 
democratic union where we have to go to the membership to get the proposals 
ratified one by one. We have unfortunate1y only been able to convince the 
members that do show up at meetings that we should have one or two longer 
meetings either in the evening or some time else where we can do it as quickly 
as possible. However this has been voted down. Sn we are trying to 
ratify proposals at half hour meetings maybe twice a week. That consolidates 
the problem of getting members out on a continual basis and it limits the 
amount of discussion that can take place at any one meeting. 

Sheila Rowswe11 asked how the Local Executive and the Contract Committee are 
reading the mood of the men1bership about contract negotiations this year. 
Bob McAdie felt that the membership is concerned about negotiations. The 
contract expired last March 31st. Everyone is a 1 ittle bit anxious about 
getting the contract settled but he feels that there is an awful lot of 
pessimism about what can be achieved this year because of the cutbacks and 
how this will affect the University's budget which will be corning down in the 
next few days. 

Sheila Rowswell commented that she felt that the onus is on the Contract 
Committee or the Executive to get across to the members the strengths that 
the Local has other wise the situation can get far worse. She feels that 
the Local must have certain strengths and that it can't be a totally dismal 
situation. The University, for example, is not in a situation like the 
hospitals in the terms of cutbacks. It is not laying off massive numbers of 
staff like the wood industry. All of these things are important. There is 
also an atmosphere in B.C4 of unions that are not willing to take concessions, 
who are not willing to pay for B.C. Place or North West Coal . These kinds of 
things the members need to be reminded of. She is saying these things not just 
to Local Two but to a11 the Locals. The situation is tough but it is not 
insurmountable. 

Continued on Page 14 
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Mary Ogilvie wanted to know about arbitrations at the Local. Ann Sullivan 
informed us that there was one arbitration last year on Job Splits which 
the Local won. Right now., the Local i s in the middle of an arbitration 
on Vacation Service Pay. The Contract has a clause on Annual Vacations 
which says that 1 'if in any given year you 1 re on an unpaid absence for over 
20 days, your entitlement can be prorated accordingly. 11 What the University 
started to do at the end of 1980 was accumulate eve rybody's unpaid absences 
back to 1975 basically moving when they first started working there so that 
the entitlement on the scale of calendar year vacation entitlements is now 
indefinitely delayed for everyone who has ever had an unpaid absence. Lynne 
Taylor pointed out that these absences include strike time, maternity leave 
prior to the Employment Standards Act, any kind of unpaid absence . including 
leave paid by the union but not the University. The University has been 
lumping together absences. 
Lynne Taylor wanted to respond to the earlier comments of Sheila Rowswell. 
She pointed out that there have been few layoffs so far brought on by budgetary 
restraints, however the feeling around the campus was that as soon as the 
new budget was brought down that there was going to be a fresh lot of 
layoffs around August and that the Union has no idea about what the number of 
layoffs will be. They don't know what kind of money the University has saved 
as in the case of UBC so they really don 1 t have any ground for arguing about 
it at this point. At this point you fight whether a layoff is justified in 
the spot that its done in. She pointed out that there was a hiring freeze 
that was released just recently and that she anticipates another hiring freeze 
before they start layoffs because they like to have vacant jobs to bump 
people into. She also pointed out that people can be bumped into lower 
paygrades according to their interpretation of the collective agreement. 
The Local is on uncertain ground about what the size of the bargaining unit 
will be and what kind of affect that this will have on people's morale. 

Local Four ~eport 

There were no delegates from Local Four and no report was submitted by the 
Local so an informal discussion occurred. Sheila Perret, a member of Local 
Four, outlined some highlights of the last year's activities. A three year 
Contract was settled be fore the previous one expired. The wage settlement 
was 14%, 14Z and 12~ in the third year with a COLA clause. The language 
pr6tecting part time and temporary workers was weakened. The Local Executive 
has been preoccupied with the poor state of relations between the Local and 
the Provincial and how to get out of this unhappy marriage. Management and 
the Union have been meeting to discuss cutbacks in terms of staff. Originally 
the proposals were to cut back a certain number of employees from full time 
and part time staff. They ended up with not cutting the hours in jobs but 
eliminating 8 or 9 positions. This recomendation went before the College 
Council Finance Sub-Committee and was rejected outright. The Finance Sub-
Committee said no layoffs whatsoever. So now the issue is being thrown back 
to the joint committee to deal with. A grievance was won on the issue of 
call back provisions as legislated by the Employee Standards Act. Anyone called 
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report i n g to wo r k s hou 1 d rec e i v e a m i n i mum of L• ho u rs pay v-1h ether or not 
they actually worked the 4 hours. The Union was originally hesitant but 
took up the grievance after some insistance from some members. The grievance 
had originally been processed by a steward, then to the Grievance Committee, 
then to the Executive who had rejected it . Eventually the grievance was 
filed and it was won. It went to Employment Standards who ruled that the 
Co 1 1 e g e was n I t e. x e rnp t . \~ha t the Co i l e g e t r i e d to do w a s get an exempt i on 
because they have many part time and temporary people who work less than 
4 hours. One person has been paid and the Union is now getting a list 
together of the other people who are eligible for the claim. They will also 
have to have discussions with the College about ~hat the effective date of the 
payments will be since they are processing other payments for other people. 
Jn the face of a provision in the Act that says that you can only claim 
six months previous the longer the claims are delayed the more people are 
losing out. A membership meeting on June 25th, voted to not pay their per 
capita tax after June 17th. The membership meeting was attended by about 40 
people out of close to 200 and they had a lot of discussion about the results 
of the inquiry and the secession referendum. They were talking about changing 
the name of the Local anc there is a big push on by the Executive to withdraw 
from AUCE although the secession referendum failed. They decided to protest 
the ballot and they also decided to not attend the Convention~ 

Nancy felt that the Convention should make a firm decision on how to interpret 
Section 6A of the Constitution. She feTt that lf50% of the entire bargaining 
unit" meant that and not 50% of those voting .. The Secession ballots failed 
if this was the correct interpretation and that is the wording that the 
Provincial Executive decided that it had to adopt. If Local 4 protests the 
ballot and says that we shoi1ld be interpreting this as a simple majority of 
the people casting a vote - the Provincial Executive would turn down that 
protest. If local 4 then goes ahead and changes its name and stops paying 
dues our remedy for that would have to be through either supreme or county 
court. We could compe11 them to pay per capita tax but 1 ittle else. We 
are on the horns of a dilema. It is clear what the words say. The words give 
a stricter interpretation than what the Labour Code gives under raiding provisions. 
To change the constitution would take an emergency Constitutiona1 Amendment. 
Nancy felt that iln amendment to retroactively would be inapropriate. 

MOTION Moved: Nancy Wiggs Seconded: Kathy Chopik 

_I_hat the ConvE:_Ot ion endor.?e the Provi nc i a 1 Ex~cut i ve I s i nterpreta _t ion of 
the last sentence of Section 6A of the Provincial Constitution. ----- -------~-
CARR JED 

Sheila Perret pointed out thqt the begining of Section 6A that it says that 
11a petition of 25:t of the membershir.,:' and later 11majority of the Lncal 
membership''. She fe1t it is quite clear. She also felt that the Local may 
protest because of the way the tabulation was done with a mix up of the 
1 i s ts • ~la.n c y f e t t th a t i f the Con v en t ion endorses the de c i s i on of the 
Executive that nothing has to be done but that if Convention does not endorse 
the decision of the Executive that a Constitutional Amendn1ent should be passed 
to change the current wording. 

After the motion passed a general discussion ensued. 

Continued on Page 16 
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Lid informed the Convention that the Local 4 Treasurer would write a 
cheque in January and mail the cheque in April. We received numerous 
cheques that were dates months prior to when we received them. That would 
allow her to say that the cheque had been written. 

Nancy asked for people's thoughts on how to deal with Local 4. 
Lorrie Rudland felt that we need to develop a strategy to deal with the 
situation. She felt that we all have low morale but that she can•t see 
why we should feel defeated~ She felt that we should look at the situtation 
and draw up proposals to deal with it. Sheila Perret was concerned that it 
co u ld be interpreted that we have just interpreted the last sentence of Section 
6A to deal with Local 4 only. She also felt that the Local cou1d continue 
to withhold its per capita and get kicked out anyway for being in arrears. 
Lid felt that we had two clear options. One is to have the Local charged 
and then kick them out and the second is to have a revote if their challenge 
is founded which would clearly specify the constitutional necessity of 
the 50% regulation so that it is absolutely clear and then do it completely 
properly. In the meanv1hile we are in limbo because their may be a protest 
that the Executive mai feel is Jegitimatea Lid felt that the Convention 
could not direct the Executive to conduct a re-vote because there is an appeals 
procedure in the Constitution that has not been followed yet. Stephen Gray 
wanted to know if the local had considered starting another secession petition. 
No one had heard about this possibil ityy Sheila Perret felt that we should 
be looking at the rights of the members of Local 4~ She felt that we should 
be trying to protect their interests not trying to figure out ways of letting 
them seceed. She felt that they had done nothing to ensure that the referendum 
would succeed and that they are now stuck with the results. Sheila R~~swe11 
felt that we shouldwhether help them to go or to say to them that they are 
still members of AUCE and you still have a commitment to the other Locals and 
to AUCE as an organisation and we are going to sue you for per capita you 
owe. Joan Meister was concerned about the level of union morale at the 
Local. She felt we should be concerned about the possibility of decertification 
of the Local. She finds it frustrating that l'\UCE is passive in some v-1ays 
and hard in other ways when it comes to our treatment of this local. Sheila 
responded by saying that decertification of the Local was un1 ikely . She felt 
that it was to the advantage of some members of the Executive to stall and that 
this dispute is not to the advantage of the membership at the Local. Nancy 
pointed out that taking the Local to court would be costly in time and money~ 
Stephen Gray felt that one tf1ing that Convention must decide is whether the 
referendum reflects the views of the membership. If it does we must decide 
if it is worth our effort to try and change their minds. He felt that if 
it is worth it a letter could be drafted and sent out from this Convention 
and distributed to the membership explaining what has gone on, explaining 
the issue as we see it and trying to get some support from the membership for 
our position. If the membership has decided and this is just a technicality 
holding them in then he can 1 t the worth of pursuing the issue. Nancy felt 
that the vote was a fair indication of the membership's attitude~ She felt 
that 50% don't care, a small number want to stay in AUCE but won 1 t do anything 
about it and a large minority want out. ff Nancy had any inkling of an iota 
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that there was a chance that any of the people opposed to secession would 
form some form of pro-AUCE Committee that would do something she would 
have been in there flailing away~ She strongly believes that the Provincial 
cannot move in and round people up. She feels that there must be a spark 
from within the Local. That spark wasn 1 t there at all. Lid felt that we 
are in a no win situation and that whatever we do will be used against us. 
More and morP people are being turned from ''i cou1dn 1 t care less" people 
to 11 let's get rid of this pernitious organisation that always battering us, 
that's always manipulating us, and always accusing us of not paying per 
capita on time and this and that~ 11 Lid felt that even if we 1 re right that 
all we•re doing is playing into the hands of the Executive and making more 
people actively opposed to AUCE. Lid can't see any way of turning this 
around~ Lid would much rather let them go because all we are doing is 
draining our energies and giving them a focus that prevents their membership 
from building their own union because the dispute w!th the Provincial 
keeps them distracted from issues within their own Local. Mary Ogilvie stated 
that although she tends to agree with Lid ts viewpoint that she feels that 
the only strategy worth developing is one that would keep them as active 
participants in AUCE. She feel that the Provincral has been trying to do 
that for three and one half vears but that we haven!t suceeded because their 

I 

is no active core committed to remaining in AUCE. She can't conceive of 
any strategy that would be effective. Kathy Chopik feels that we should try 
to keep them in~ She feels that letting them go is not an option. She thinks 
that we should look at setting up some kind of organising committee and that 
we maybe should discuss how sancrosanct the barriers around Local autonomy 
should be. She feels that if we decide at Convention that we can go into 
Local 4 now, we can then go into Local 2 or Local 1 later. Bob McAdie 
agreed with the early part of Kathy 1 s statement . He feels that they are in 
and that we haven't come to grips with how to deal with local 4. He feels 
that if we havenft come to grips with making this union \.--Jork for those Locals 
that have not yet decided to go elsewhere thne we can't come to any conclusions 
about Local 4. He feels that this Convention has a lot to come to grips with, 
Sheila Perret felt that it might be worthwhile ff Convention sent a letter 
to locGl 4 expressing dismay that they had not attended the Convention and 
stating that we wish that they had because we wished to discuss what we 
could do in a more constructive way. Mary suggested a sub-con~ittee to draw 
up suggestions for a resolution to deal with Local 4. 
MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Jeanne Williams 

That a s_L!.~-comrnittee of int~~ted delegates be authorise_d _t,o.get to.9et~.er_ 
to. disc~.s~s pos.s _ibl_~ .strategies for dealing with the Local 4 situation. 

AMENDMENT Moved: Stephen Gray Seconded: John Shayler 

.::r~.a_t e~ch -~oca .. erese_r:,_t _d_e_l e9_a t~ or:1e. rsores _en tat i ve to mee _t on a sub-
committee to _ consider tf-~~oca l 4 s i t_uatio_n_ <;n~ .!..? r.ep~rt tomo~.r:ow arS"u!ld 
one thirty~ 

CARRIED 

Continued on Page 18 
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Stephen Gray asked when the Commit tee vJou 1 d meet. Maney said that the 
representatives coughed up by the Locals would arrange when to meet . Sheila 
Perret suggested that the Locals could meet during lunch and decide who 
their designates were going to be and ,·eport back after lunch. 
MOT[ON AS AMEMDED 

T~3 .. t __ ea_ch L~cal 1~re~~-~le.2_~__!:~e~~!:1e c..~p_r:_e? __ ~n.~~ive_!? meet on a sub-
cornmi ttee to consider the local~ situation and to report tornorrovJ 

_ __..,.__..._... .-........ .... ,..,.;.__ .. ""-0 .... --41.-..,... -- · .. ~-- ....,__ 

aroun~_one thirt~~ 

CARRIED 

l<?c.~ 1 _5. Re,Q_o rt 

Nancy stated that the Local Five report had been made under the inquiry 
committee report and that the vote on the raid would be happening on Tuesday. 

Lynne Taylor wanted to know if the Constitution of the PPWC would allow them 
to absorb Local 5. Sheila Perret mentioned that someone from David Thompson 
University Centre, which has a PPWC Local, would be here as an observer. DTUC 
was formerly represented by AUCE local 3. They were placed into a CUPE Local 
by the Labour Relations Board and later joined PPWC. 
~hoca l Six Repo,~ 

There was no written report submitted by local Six but Michele Valiquette 
agreed to give a verbal report. She stated that this has been a very active 
year at Local Six. lt started off with LRB hearing and arbitrations and 
ended with negotiations. A considerable amount of time and energy and 
financial resources were spent in an arbitration and marathon LRB hearings 
over the last year. Each of the grievances concerned the University's 
hiring practices. Jn each case the University argued that there was no 
right to grieve appointment decisions. Each case started with the University 
questioning the arbitrabil ity of the case. A great deal of the Unions 
energy was spent in establishing that do in fact have contract language that 
is grfevable. The first case after three days of hearings an arbitration 
panel chaired by Joe Wei ·ier found that the Union could grieve specific 
contract clauses such as posting but that the union could not achieve 
individual compensation for an applicant not getting hired. They then decided 
to not go ahead with the merits of the case. The University extended its 
arguments in the next two grievances and said that applicants from within the 
bargaining unit also did not have the right to grieve hiring. The union then 
applied for a hearing at the LRB under section 96.l of the Labour Code. The 
f i rs t o f t hes e g r i e v a n c es vJa s f i 1 e d i n .J a nu a r y 1 9 8 l . I n O c to be r 1 9 8 l , L RB 
Vice Chairperson Gabriel Somjen ruled in favour of TSSU determining that the 
t\"10 grievances were arbitrabie~ The union proceded to the merits of the 
case. This was a major victory for the union. Somjen acknowledged that 
there were provisions in the Collective Agreement which guaranteed certain 
right and protections to bargaining unit employees with respect to future 
employment. Fol lowing that they began to discuss the merits of the case. By 
this time crucial witnesses were not only out of town, but out of the country. 
The Union spent a considerable amount of money flying people back and forth 
to testify. Both cases were happening at the same time and it was quite 
confusing .. In the end the Union lost the first grievance and on the second 
one the union acheived a 1 imited victory~ The university was found to have 
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violated the Collective agreement by failing to meet certain procedural 
requirements for hiring. The arbitrator still did not award any remedy 
to the grievor. Even so, the University is appealing the decision. 
Stephen Gray added that the University has appealed the decision. The 
Union's counsel has filed the Unions position on the appeal. The lawyer 
feels that the Union has a very strong case. Leo McGrady, the Union's 
lawyer feels that the precedents that the University is trying to use are 
not very applicable to British Columbia. Michele po;nted out that the 
Union handled the the arbitration themselves but that they hired Leo 
McGrady to represent them for the two LRB Hearings. The University proposed 
major changes to a one semester research grant that Grad Students are entitled 
to which would have eliminated a large number of students from receiving it. 
TSSU formalised an opposition to these stipend cutbacks which was quite 
successful. They managed to force the University to maintain the current 
terms of reference for the stipends. One important outcome of this activity 
is that it established TSSU as a viable presence on campus. It also pulled 
a lot of new people into the union. In the fall TSSU had a stewards workshop 
which was quite successful. A new Executive was elected in March. Almost 
everyone on the new Executive are new people. Michele finds it quite 
reassuring that as the long term active people are leaving that they are being 
replaced by new people. In March a dues referendum was approved increasing 
dues from 1% to 1~5% of gross salary. TSSU is participating in a campus 
coalition to oppose cutbacks in government funding. A joint council of 
TA unions with AUCE 7 and CUPE 2278 has been formed. 
The Contract Committee began meeting in February and they have been meeting 
approximately 3 times a week for the last two months translating questionaires~ 
responses and discussions at mernbe r ship meetings in to contract language. The 
Union is in the process of trying to get extensive revisions in parts of 
the contract. Jeanne Williams outlined some of the issues in negotiations. 
They want a substantial wage increase, improved procedures in the discipline 
clause, improvements inthe no discrimination clause, very extensive and 
very good language in the sexual harassment clause, very strong direction from 
the membership and from the bargaining unit to try and bring about a limit on 
class size~ tn order to catch up and get a cost of living increase they need 
at least 19%. The University has submitted a few proposals however they are 
un0ill ing to open up any major areas in the collective agreement~ Stephen 
Gray mentioned that there are a couple of contentious issues. The hiring of 
teaching assistants. fn some Departments, where Teaching Assistants have 
accumulated to or three TA-ships but are within the limit specified in the 
contract when they lose priority for reappointmentj TAs are being put in a 
lower priority for appointn1ents~ This is a fairly important issue because 
eventually when TAs are close to getting their degreest they could end up with 
no TA-ships. Another issue is Union Membership. The union is trying to 
negotiate for an opt-out formula so that a lot of the union's energies are not 
being sucked in an attempt to sign up membership each semester. 

LUNCH BREAK FROM 1:00 to 2:00. 
Convention reconvened at 2:00 and continued with Local Reports. 

Lo<:a 1 Seven R~po,_r_~ 
A local Report was contained in the docket. Kathy Chopik anwered questions. 

Continued on Page 20 
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Jack Gegenberg asked what would be happening in the fall a Kathy responded 
that although she couldntt be certain, that the best senario was that the 
LR B wo u 1 d r u 1 e i n Sep t ember or Oct ob e ,- . l n th a t ca s e i t w i 1 l take the 
Union until January before it can start organsi ing effectively. The Union 
is planning to start organising in September, even though the Board wouldn't 
have ruled yet. There is some possibility that there might be some competition 
from other unions on campus who are now interested in organising now that 
AUCE has done the prel irninary work. The Union needs advise, expertise and 
person help from the rest of AUCE_ Lid Strand asked what kind of concrete 
help that they needed. Kathy responded that they need advise in terms of 
the overall strategy, how to deal with dissent in the bargaining unit, 
financial help, and assistance in how to put out a newsletter and bulletins. 

MOTION Moved: Michele Valiquette Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

That the Loca 1 R5:eo!:._t s. be_ ~c~ep t::,d 

CARRIED 

Bus i nes s A,r is i ng from, th_e .? _!!!__A_r1r!,u.a .. l _!~n vent ion 

MCTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Ann Sullivan 
That.Business A_r)s.ing Fror~ .. ~h~--~8.!:_~ Annua~onvention be deferred until 
?d9p ti on .. of ___ the M nu tes . 

CARRIED 

Report of the Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments Committee 
Q .. \ ' r-11 I Cl' ) .......,_.__ 1:b I ) .,. _, r ••• , --------~----

Lid reported that the Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments Committee did 
not meet. The Resolutions and Constitutional Amendments were therefore 
grouped in order of Provincial Executive, then Local numbers, with the 
Resolutions grouped before Constitutional Amendments. 
MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Ann Sul I ivan 

That the Re.port of the Re~~~tlons and Constitutional Amendment Committee 
be accepted. -------· ------
CARRIED 

Resolution #I - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED: Sheila Rowswell SECONDED: Kathy Chopik 

Whereas the Soc red Government: 1 s so·· called 1icornpensa ti on Stab i 1 i sat ion Program" 
is a concerted attack on employees in B.C.; and 
Whereas the gains unions have made are threatened by high levels of unemployment, 
wage and spending controls, company attempts to wrest wage concessions; and 
Whereas wage and spending restraints especially hit women through blocking 
catch up settlements, equalisation of base rates, and increased layoffs in 
the public sector; 
Therefore be it resolved that: 
AUCE goes on record as being totally opposed to the Compensation Stabilisation 
Program; 
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AUCE strongly supports and will work towards an independent labour opposition 
movement in B.C.; 
AUCE supports a fightback program that wotJld include: 

I) A coal it ion of all public sector unions which could mount a coordinated 
respose both educationally and in action. 

2) Formal 1 ias.on betv,1een this union coa·1 it ion and womne•s groups, parent 
groups, and corrmunity organisations. 

3) Organisation of information picket 1 ines where ever pub1 ic services are 
under the ax. 

4) Organisation of community ra11 ies across B.C. to 1 ink wage controls to 
cuts in hospitals, schools, social and community services~ Such ral1 ies 
could build momentum for: 

5) Major demonstrations in Vancouver or Victoria. 
6) When necessary, the organisation of a twenty-four hour work stoppage 

across B.C .. 
And further that, ALICE will actively support any other union during contract 
negotiations for wages and benefits exceeding the 1 imit, during informational 
picket lines, demonastrations, and any job action which opposes wage controls, 
in an attempt to gain 1 iveablej fair wages and working conditions for all 
members. 

Sheila Rov-1swe11 advocated the resolution on behalf of the Provincial Executive. 
She felt that even though the response from the BC Labour movement has been 
cautious, that she feels AUCE should take a position and outline what we 
think would be an appropriate response. She further feels that if we want 
the Labour Movement to act we should be putting on the pressure. She feels 
that this resolution does that. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

To amend__eoint number six to delete the phrase 11 21-l hour 1
' and s~o,epage 

_!O ~?Pe~ge (_s) r1 . - . w • --·-

CARR I ED 

MOTiON AS AMENDED 
Whereas tf-ie _So~ .. re~ Gove rnrn~n t ts ....... so-ca 11 e_d II Come_~nsa ti on Stab i 1_ i sat _ion Program'• 
is a conc~_.r_ted attac~ on ~R_loye~s in ... ~_i 

Where;3=s .. ,the 9.f-! ins .. i,~!}--2__~~~~ ~a___de__?r~~· threatened by hi qh 1 eve 1 s ot _';J~~r,np l ?Ym~n~, 
vJ.a9e and .. s~nd i ng cor:, t,r~.l .. , .. -~~mea!!J'_~ t t.~~p.ts to wrest ,.AJag~ concessions; and 
Where~-~. ~.a,g~ __ }~nd. ~pend i r~ res t_r:_a in t_~,.e_sp_!: .. c ! a.!, l y hit women th rough blocking 
ca_tch, ~.e .. se!_tle~nts.2_~qualJ_~~n of b~ ... e. r_ates and increased layoffs in the 
~1bl ic sect~; 
Therefore be it resolved that: _________ , ____ :.. ______________ _ 
AUCE_goes on _ record as bein?l_ tot~JJ_y~P .e?se _d to the Compe,nsation Stab,i 1,isation 
Program; 

Contjnued on Page 22 
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AUCE strong~y sue,port a.n~ .. w!__! ... !_ .. '-"!.o~-~ .. to_~".a_rds~ an_ ,_tc,i~epe'!dent labour oppos rt ion 
movement in B.C~; · _________ ...._._ 

AUC E suppor.~.~-· fl _f.l~~ tba~~~rog ram tha ~- would include~ 
1) A coal it ion of all yublic sector unions which could mount a coordinated 

~r~se~n~e bot~~ .. l l y an~~-it1 .. act i O~_:_ 
2) Form.? 1 l i ~-52!1.__ .... l ~-~J .. o __ and v1omen ',s grC?ups, ~ent 

1J. r o u ~H. a.~.~ ~2..:f~~_:_0._1:_'l .. _<?_c.9.~.i. s a t _ ! . (~-~ ~-t-Qr i.~~ ~s where ev~r ,_pub_!_ic services are 
under the axk 

4) O_rgan i satlon-of comrnun i ty ra "i lies across B. C. to ii nk wage contro 1 s to 
--cuts in ~_oseitaTs:scho~Ts', -so~_!_~l and commun!J:Y--S~_!""Vi_ces. Such ra'ITTes 

could build momentum for: . . . 

5) ~.ajor demo.nstrat_ions in Vancouver o_r Victoria..:_ 
b) When n e c es s a_I_t_, _ ? r £1 an i s a t i on of vJO r k s top page ( s ) a c ro s s B . C • 

And further that, AUCE wi11 actively suppqrt any other union during c~~tra~~ 
neg~_t i at ions for wages and ~enef its exceeding the _1 in, it, during in format i ona i 
e i cket 1 i nes '· demon_s_t r:a.~ i ~.ns, a,n.iv~ny job a~_t ion wh i ~h oe,p?ses wage cont ro 1 s, 
in a.n ~~.temp _~ ... t?> gai.n_l iveabl~, fair wages and \1-Jorking conditions for_ all 
members. 
CARRIED 

Resolution #2 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 

Michele Valiquette pointed out that at the previous Convention, Resolutions 
and Consitutional amendments were submitted by the Provincial Executive or 
by the Locals were already accepted as being moved and seconded. The chair 
agreed. 
Resolution #2 on the floor - MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive. 

Whereas women across Canada in 1981 received only 70t of the average man's 
salary; and 
Whereas unions across B.C. have tciken up and 1:Jon equal pay for work of equal 
value over the last year, through the demand for equalisation of the base rates; 
Therefore be it resolved that AUCE affirms our support for equalisation of 
base rates as the first step in winning eqaul pay for work of equal value, 
and that in the coming year Provincial and Local Executives undertake to 
reasearch, organise membership education, and draft contract clauses aimed to 
win equalisation of base rates across the workplace, as contracts expire. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Lorrie Rudland 

.I'h~ t t,he e_f-1 ~.~s_e I 1wor k with s.~.r-.~~--lo~~ 1 s to" and de 1 ete the phrase ' .. 'and 
Loca 1 Executives.•' 

CARRIED 

Kathy Chopik wanted the person who suggested the resolution to motivate it. 
She felt that this motion could 1ead to a fair amount of work. Sheila Perret .fe lt 
that the resolution should not tell Local Executives what to do and then 
suggested amending the motion. Sheila Rowswe11 wondered what the Provincial 
could do. She felt that we could provide the research and the arguments to 
lay the groundwork for these kind of contract clauses. She found it 
surprising that AUCE has lagged behind in terms of equal pay and that she wants 
to see that situation corrected. Jack Gegenberg felt that alt present were 

Continued on Page 23 
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in favour of the resolution however he felt that it was too late to have 
any affect on contracts this time round. lid Strand supported the motion 
even though he had doubts as to how much research AUCE could do. He felt 
that this motion cou ·rd bu i 1 d support over the next t,,vo years. Bas i ca 11 y 
what this motion does is to allow us to start the research and to 
develope the concepts and to publicise it to the membership and to develope 

consciousness so that when the controls come off our membership will be 
fighting made and ready to take on this issue. People aren 1 t ready to take 
th i s on r i g h t n ov,, be ca us e there has n ' t been a c "I ea r a r t i cu l a t i on of w ha t 
this issue means and how it can be won~ Lid suggested that this research 
could be a major focus of activity for the Provincial Education Committee. 
Stephen Gray responded to Jack's earlier comments by stating that other 
unions have found that a substantial amount of reasearch is necessary and 
that this couldn't have been done for this year. He felt that we could 
develope the research for two years down the 1 ine~ Sheila Rowswell had 
suggested the resolution because she wanted to prepare for negotiations 
next March. She had found that the Local 's contract committee had no idea 
what a clause dealing with Equal Pay would look 1 ike and that this resolution 
wo u 1 d he l p bu i l d th a t a~J a re n es 5 .. 

AMENDMENT Moved: Michele Va1 iquette Seconded: Lid Strand 

To i -~!:t the_2-.hrase Jlwork 
4 

through EPIC and v-J i th locals to 1
• in pl ace 

of '\1ork vii th the Loca 1 s to' 1 
c 

. ,,-..-~ 

CARRIED 
Joan Meister pointed out that EPIC has already done a lot of research in this 
area and that Local 2 had done quite a bit of work two years ago for the 
Industrial Inquiry Committee, She felt that much of that research could be 
updated but that it was still valid. 
MOTION AS AMENDED 
.'d.!::.;2reas \vome.1:: __ ~~~oss Ca~ada in 19P l_~ece i ved only 70~_?f the average man's 
salary; and . .....-...............__ 

Whereas lJnions across B.C. have taken up and won equal pay for work of equal 
:!_.31 ue overJh:e-fasf~Yea r, f.ilro'u~1 ·~ t'~e. ~ema~nd for equa 1 i sat j on of the base 
rates; 
Th.erefore be it resolved that AUCE affirms our demand for equalisation of 
bas _e rates-'a~_~i.~~--~·n .. ~s ·t S'f:5:P tn w~nning .. ~qual _2ay __ for wo.rk of equal value, 
and that in the coming year that Provincial work through EPtC and with Locals ·~-- , ... ..; .. __ .............,. __ ......._ ___ ....,.,_~ . ' ' 

to research ?_orga-21_,se membe_~_~h i p educ at i o~ J and draft contract clauses aimed 
to win equalis~ti~ ..... ?~.?~c:_s~.~-!5~s-~~ .. r _o~ . th~_ ~J.orkp19~e a_s C:ontract exe!re. 
CARRIED 

Resolution #3 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED AND SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

Be it resolved that AUCE Provincial discontinue its .eolicy 9f Lobbyi_ng 
CLC af f j l ~-eSto s_u_p_~~t-OLH'"' en~y ,.~o the CLC. 

CARRIED 

Continued on Page 24 
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Jack Gegenberg motivated the resolution on behalf of the Provincial 
Executive. He said that he felt that we should discontinue the Lobbying 
campaign because we won't get in very soon and because we don't have the 
resources. to give a to tc~ 1 comm i tment to get f n. He felt that the adv an tag es 
are Just not worth the effort. On the other hand he felt that to join the 
CCU would split AUCE. He concluded that AUCE should remain independent. 
lid felt that we should put our total effort into rebuilding AUCE and that 
draining our energies into lobbying would be disasterous. 

Resolution #4 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive. 

Be it resolved that AUCE remain i,n_de_e~}dent~ 

Jack motivated the resolution on behalf of the Provincial Executive. He 
pointed out that originally this resolution and the previous one had been 
one resolution but that the Provincial Executive had split it. There was 
considerable discussion about what would be done now that the Lobbying 
option was thrown out. Some had argued that we should join the CCU, others 
that AUGE should remain independent~ Jack felt that joining the CCU at this 
t i me wo u 1 d be a m i s ta k e . nob Mc Ad i e vJ a s ;i g a i n s t t he res o l u t • on . He f e l t 
that we should join the CCU as the core of a new National University and 
College Employees Union. He felt that there are many unorganised Universities 
and Colleges across Canada and that there are several campuses currently 
organised by Unions in the CCU. He felt that in the past we had made a 
mistake in 1 imitting AUCE. to B.C. and that by joining the CCU we could 
help create a Mat,onal Union that would benefit us all. Jack responded by 
stating that he felt that the CCU might not be interested in AUCE any more. 
There is now one former AUCE Local in PPWC and soon there will be two. Stephen 
Gray asked Bob to clarify his position. Bob stated that his main ir1terest was 
in forming a Mational Union and that if joining the CCU v-1ould mdke this eas~er 
he would favour joining them. Nancy pointed out that the decisions of one 
Convention binds us until the next Convention which may decide to reverse 
a previous decision. Lid Strand said that this motion would put us in a 
position of definitely remaining independent instead of keeping the pol icy of 
lobbying but susp9nding the lobbying for the undefinable future. He felt that 
we should put our energy into rebuilding AUCE. Joan wanted to know why we 
are discussing this resoltJtion. She wondered if it wasn 1 t redundant. Nancy 
informed the Convention that the motion had originally been part of the 
previous resolution and that it had been separated into two separate resolutions. 
P,MEt~DMENT r1:oved: jack GegenbP .rg Seconded: Stephen Gray 

That the_Ehr~.?~~~,n _d not seek affi_l iation _to or member~.~ip _!_n~_other 
Labour Central or Union 11 be added to the resolution. 
DEFEATED 

Continued on Page 25 
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Sheila nowswe11 felt that at Local One people wanted to be part of something 
larger and that this desire has led to discussions about joining CUPE. Lid 
clarified that this motion was to officially discontinue lobbying the CLC 
affiliates for membership in the CLC and to not ju.st put lobbying on the 
back burner for this year. 
MCTtON BEFORE CONVENTION 

Be it reso 1 v~.¢. t})~ t AUC E._~ema i r~-~C!..d.~p~ndent_:_ 
CARR t Et) SY ,/\ VOTE OF 9 IM FAVOUP., q OPP OS ED. 

Stephen Gray made a poJnt of personal priviledge. A fan being used to cool 
the Convention Hall was making it difficuit to hear. Other delegates agreed 
and the fan was turned off. 
Resolution #5 - Submitted by Local One 

Resolution Moved and Seconded by Local One. 
Whereas the Compensation Stabilisation Program of the Provincial Government 
undercuts the working conditions and job security of our members; and 
Whereas this program is an unfair attack on the ability of Public Sector 
workers to b a r g a i n co 1 l e ct i v e 1 y for fa i r iv ages and r ea so nab 1 e be n e f i t s and 
vJork i ng conditions; and 
Whereas this program is being revised everytime spokespersons for the Provincial 
Government open their mouths; 
Therefore be it resolved that ·AUCE Provincial condemn the Compensation 
Stabilisation Program of the Provincial Government and call upon the government 
to withdraw it; 
Be it further resolved that AUCE Provincial joins with other groups to oppose 
this program; 
Be it further resolved that AUCE Provincial support any other union that defies 
this program; 
And be it further resolved that ALICE Provincial support any collective action 
that may be undertaken by the B.C. Federation of Labour and/or the B.C. Council 
of the Canadian Confederation of Unions to oppose this program. 
Lid Strand pointed out that this resolution was almost identical to Resolution 
#1 previously passed by Convention~ He asked for a ruling from the Chair. 

THE CHAlR RULED THE MOTION OUT OF ORDER. 
Resolution #6 - Submitted by Local Six 

MOVED and SECONDED by Local Six. 
Whereas_!_he South African State opp,_r_~s_?es and exp_l~i~s ~h~. major.it_y of_ th~t 
country•~,ue9pul~t~~n through apart,,h~id - a vicious system of institutionalised 
r a _c i sm ; ? n d 
Whereas . the Sou th Africa.!! .. S_~_at_e ~n~or_ces ~par_the id .. throu_gh ~J __ i_ de_ .reaching security 
laws _ under which virtually any form of pol itica _l or trade union activity can be ---------------------------------

Continued on Page 26 
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defined as r~terrorism' 1
~ under vJhich individuals can be detained indefinitely 

~fth_o:uj:~~~n,s-~c~~~L~::~_f~C~ j!lders"ev~ rest r j Ct i ve b~1g 
orders; and 
~}i~!:_ea··s-_th~_?o,~t.~] African s ta t!:__~.?.~0~~-~:ied t~ _ _!_!.~~-inc rea.~. i ng_. s t~~eng th end 
~1i_l i tan~_y of .. th .~J=rade U~!_<? ... n .ry1~~!;!)1C'~~--i n S~_!:,!~Af r i ca.J. and .to the ec<;ha.·1 '!. ~ng_e to 

r_the i 0 .P.~.s.~d b_y~~'2_~-·-tr ad.,e uni on ~movement vJ i th .J ncr .ea se~~e res? ion an~ 
harassment, with the detention and banninq of workers and trade union leaders;. - . . -·-----·-·· .. - -~- . 

and ~/hereas the .~!-... ~ent to which the Sou.th African stat_e, is pr,epared .to_ .9'? t~ 
crush the trade union movement in South Africa is demonstrated by the recent 
death in dete .nt i~r;-of,..~e°1IJ\g"9·e1·~ -~-~nsvaal. Secre.tary -~ the African Fo_od and 
.fa _n i 9.. yi,C?. r ,l:_~_r s ; U n i on ; 
Therefore be it resolved that AUCE affirms its solidarity with workers in South 
Africa and f u 11 y _,Y~.u_p£Or t~ thos~~ .~~.ag_~ in the st rugg 1 e-f or a uni t~d, non-racial 
and democratic trade union movement in South Africa; and 
Be it further resolved that AliCE condemns the South African state•s pol icy of .,., . ----........,_ . ·--~__.. ' . " ---- ·---------·----........&.,.---~-~-
~a r the id and demanqs the immediate re .lease of detainees _ and the immediate 
1 if ting _ of aJJ_.,b~~__n i_ng_ ord~_j_ and 
8e it further resolved that AUCE calls on the Canadian Government and Canadian - . -------.--.,..,..... , . . . . . . .---. 

f.Ln 1 i n s t i_ t u t i on s to ex p s s t e i o e po s i t i on to a pa r t he i d by w i th d r a ~..J i n g 
a 11 investment in s.~~~-f1..f r i ca and ceas a 11 dea 1 i ng v-1 i th the South African .. 
-~-~g I ~e ..:.. 
CARRIED 

Michele motivated the resolution on behalf of local Six. She informed Convention 
that a high proportion of the people detained in South Africa over the last 
year have been trade unionists and that it is important that we support them. 
EMERGENCY RESOLUTIONS 
MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

Th a t a i .l °-!... ,t he ~merge n c y ~,. _r, ~2<?J~J t i o r2 s i n the Con v en t i on docket be _p u t on 
the floor,. 

. . 

CARRIED 

Emergency Resolution #1 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That we approve the concept of a Provincial Council and that the Provincial 
Executive study proposals to change the structure of the Provincial Executive 
to a Provincial Council of Locals with representatives elected from each 
Local to refer back to the Locals before the next Provincial Convention and to 
present these proposals to the next Provincial Convention. The Executive is 
also to study the Constitution and its effects on creating this structure. The 
Provincial Executive will encourage the participation of members in this study. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

l) That v,c approve the concept of a Prov inc; a 1 Counc it and that a commit tee 
of this Convention draw up proposals to change the structure of the Prov~nc i aJ 
Executive to a Provincial Council of locals with representatives elected 
from each Local to report back to a Special Convention in August 1982. 

Continued on Page 27 
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2) The Report referred to wi l l be the first item on the agenda at the 
Special Convent ion f ollow ed by all i t ems not dealt with at this 
Regular Conventio n (eg. Budget, Const itutional Amendments, Closing 
O f Nom:n-t~ ~· c) ; . ; e1 I C .:) -...~ t. 

3) The Committee o f th i s Convention shall consis t o f de legates from this 
Convention who wi sh to participat e . 

MO'flON Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Miche l e Val i quette 

That Convention break for Five minutes. 
. . - . 

CARRIED 

Convention reconvened and Jack re-moved the amendment. He informed the 
Convention that he was moving each part of the amendment as a separate 
amendment .. 

That we approve the concept of a Provincial Council and that a committee 
of this Convention draw up proposals to change the structure of the 
Provincial Executive to a Provincial Council of locals with representatives 
elected from each Local to report back to a Special Convention in August 
1982. 

Jack motivated the amendment. He explained that the intent of this amendment 
is to ensure that the changeover to a Provincial Council will take place as 
soon as possible. He feels that this is important because for several reasons. 
One is if this change isn 1 t done soon, it may be too late. By that time 
other locals may have left or be leaving AUCE .. He v-,ants the Locals still in 
AUCE to participate in the debate. The second reason is that there is lit t le 
interest in serving on a possibly interurn Provincial Executive. He feels that 

v,;e should be moving speedily on this issue. t!ancy asked v.Jhether the Convention 
wished her to pass the chair when she spoke. No one asked her to. Eob McAdie 
felt that the change should happen a s quic k ly as possible. He felt that 
delaying the change for a year would be a mistake but he wondered if August 
gave the committee enough time to prepare i t s report. Lid agreed. 

AMENDMEi-lT Moved: Lid Strand Seconded; Bob McAdie 

~-~?t t_b,e .... ~~n_v_~ntion be held in S~.e~:1ber 1982 rather than .1\ugust 1982. 

C/-1.RR I ~D 

Nancy pointed out that the major difference that this amendment would make 
is that the term of office for the current table officers ends at the end 
of August. Nancy feels that it would be bizarre to have a month without an 
Executive but that Convention could pass a motion extending the terms of 
the officers. lid Strand pointed out that even if the Convention occurs in 
August there will s t ill be a one month gap before a new Executive can be 
elected. Lid also pointed out that it was more 1 ikely that people would 
participate in a Convention in September. 

Continued on Page 28 
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AMENDMENT Moved: Michele Va] iauette 
I Seconded: John Shayler 

That the words "and interested member s11 be added after 11of this w~ ,. ,a --a..~~...........__..._ __ _ 

Convention. ,, . 1 r ·----------- ··---
CARRIED 

Stephen Gray wondered if there might be difficulties in getting a report 
together by Septernber .. He vJondered if that might mean that the comrnittee 
might end up postponing the Spe cial Convention. Nancy Wiggs responded that 
Jack and her had felt that the report could be completed by August~ Sheila 
Perret fe1t that this proposal is an irresponsible way of allowing Convention 
to be extended and that an excuse for not getting our shit together. People 
had these ideas about a Provincial Council well before the Provincial 
Convention Resolution deadline. She doesn't feel that we can afford the 
expense of a Special Convention. She doesn't feel that having a Special 
Convention, or calling the Provincial Executive a Council and doing away with 
some of the positions will help with servicing the Locals, making the Provincial 
Executive accountable to the Locals and to the membership and doing the jobs 
that they are supposed to do. She feels that it is more responsible to go 
through the business before the Convention and giving specific direction to 
the Provincial Executive for the coming year and some specific focus for 
Convention next year. Nancy Wiggs it is incumbent on Jack and herself to 
say something about the proposal . They put forward the motion to the 
Provincial Executive to revise a 1975 resolution to set up a council. It was 
one of two dozen things that they brought to the Executive. They felt that if 
the other things proposals were adopted , which would involve a radical 
restructuring of the function of the Provincial~ then they could afford to 
wait a year for a Council. These things were defeated~ This changed the minds 
of Nancy and Jack about whether we could afford to wait a year. By then the 
deadline had passed. They felt that approval of a Council was one part of 
many changes that they fe1t had to be made. She felt that it would be 
irresponsible to propose a Council and then make numerous constitutional 
changes, many of which might be redundant once the Council was implemented_ 
Mary Ogilvie is in favour of the amendment . She felt that it is appropriate 
that the body that formulates the changes should not be the Provincial Executive 
but Provincial Convention. She also agrees t hat these changes should be 
discussed at a Special Convention. Kathy Chopik spoke against the amendment. 
She was concerned that if we rush into this we will have a Provincial Executive 
made up of three people. When she comes to Provincial for help there won• t 
be people to give her the help that she needs. She is concerned about how 
potential members of her Local \~ill perceive the stability of AUCE. lid Strand 
spoke against the motion. He felt that having when the next two amendments 
were taken rnto account that the Special Convention was in fact a continuation 
of the regular Convention and that perhaps we should be adjourning the 
Convention, asking a sub-commit tee of the de·, ega tes to investigate the proposed 
Council, and then re-convening. Jack Gegenberg responded to Kathy's concerns. 
He felt that if we delay the processing of changing AUCE things would not be 
any better. He agreed that the timing was difficult for the Local. The Provincia 
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Executive would still be a small group of people~ He feels that the only 
possibility for wider representation would be changing to a Provincial 
Council. Nothing that we do will change our committment to supporting 
organising drive at Loca1 Seven4 He feels that it would be better for Local 
Seven if the issue is settled before they are in the middle of their struggle. 

It was announced that Sigrid Shepardt a former AUCE member had arrived. 
MOTION Moved: Bob McAdie cecon~ ~~- nn~ Su 1 1 : ,,an ._r_,, \..1C. U. f-\11, t,i v , 

a f!•emb~..!:.. _ _9f PP\,.JC local 26, be seated. 
CARRIED 

Bob McAdie felt that if the Provincial Council is to go through it must have 
the support of the Locals~ He hoped that people would be elected who wou1d 
be interested in participating in an organisation that ls trying to work 
with the localsc He feels that if we do not move on this very quickly that 
there w i l l be 1 es s p eo p l e prepared to do any work a t the P r o v i n c i a l .. I t t 5 
too late to think that we can carry on in the same way any longer. Michele 
Valiquette felt that it would be a mistake to under estimate the seriousness 
of the crisis that we are in. if we wait for a vear she doesnrt think that 
there will be anything left to work witho Stephen Gray feels that we are 
alrady evolving into a Provincial Council~ lt seems that no one is interested 
in running as a table officer. Stephen wonders if anyone has put their finger 
on what the crisis in /\UCE is .. He perceives the crisis as one of rampant 
secession. The issue of Local One hasn't been discussed yet. He wonders 
how this motion will adress the concerns at Local One. if they are looking 
at joining a more structured union with more services how will a looser 
organisation will address this. Perhaps this addresses other issues and 
has to go ahead regardless of the attitudes of Locals about secession. He 
wants to know what the motion is addressing . Nancy Wiggs feel that what the 
motion is begining to address is stated in her and Jack's report . She doesn't 
think that there is one thing in particular. She feels that Jack and her feel 
that the most valuable thing about AUCE should be locals te11 ing other locals 
what's happening in their locals~ She doesn't think that one of the valuable 
things that Provincial does is pretending to be a centralised servicing unit . 
Philosophically she likes the idea of a Council because it means that their 
is equal representation from each local without top heaviness from the Table 
Officers and h6pefully that it wil1 mean that Locals wilJ spend more time 
talking about vJhat's happening rn their locals and sharing information on that. 
To be able to service we would have to totally change the structure of AUCE 
and she doesn't agree with that~ Stephen Gray wonders how this motion will 
deal with the problem of rampant secession. He wonders if we shouldn 1 t be 
trying to address this crisis in a different way. Kathy Chopik stated that 
in principle that she is in favour of the idea of a Provincial Council however 
she wonders if we aren't confusing structure with function. It seems that 
everyone hates the Provincial so we should change the name to a Joint Council. 
She doesn't feel that that deals witfl the problem. She feels that rushing 
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• S .... C · . 1 .. C · 1 .. d ·11 into a pectal onvent1on to create a JOtnt . ounc1, ts unecessary an wt 
take our energies from looking at the problems of function that have caused 
the crisis that contronts us. Jack Gegenberg outlined the reasons for 
proposing the setting up of a Provincial Council. Jack feels that the on going 

. . . A' t(" E f h ,. L " I " f .. I l cr1s1s ,n ~v. 1s t1at t. ere are groups ,n t11e ieaGersn,p o varrous _oca1s 
who want to get their Locals out of AUCE and into other unions. This ch~nge 
will take away an excuse that these peop1e use to alienate the Local me-nbers. 
These people talk from both sides of their mouths. On one hand they accuse 
AUCE Provincial of berng a vt1astefu1 beaurocratic structure that suck up 
$3.25 a month. Jack believes that this is largely true. This argument is 
being used against the kind of union that AUCE is. They want to get out of 
AUCE to change the very nature of their Locals~ Jack feels that the only out 
is for us to become realistic~ We cannot become a centralised servicing union. 
We.are half way between a centralised servicing union and a decentralised 
collection of union and that this does not work. He feels that the only thing 
that we can do is to be realistic and go back to being a union of locals. 
John Shayler said that the decision we were about to make was very important 
and that he wanted to be able to discuss it in a more informal way. 
MOTION Moved: John Shayler Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

That the Convention break for twentv minutes~ 
.-...-- ...... ...,_,_ ___ ~., ------

CARRIED 

The Convention reconvened after twenty minutes. 
AMEMDMEMT Moved: Ann Su11 ivan Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 

Th a t a f t e r t he Ph r a s e I r Prov i n c i a 1 Co u n c i 1 ti add the \.'JO rd s 1 1\.-1 i th no t ab l e 

Ann said the puroose of her amendment was to make it clear that the main chanae . ' -· 
that was wanted was the el lmination of Table Officers. One delegate spoke of 
her feeling that there should maybe be an office person and a part-time 
book-keeper and she was concerned that this amendment might preclude that. 
AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT Moved: John Shayler Seconded: Michele Valiquette 

To amend the pre v i o us sub- am end rn en t to read ? 'wh i ch v--10 u i d not i n c l u de tab l e 
a pa~rson full or part time.' 1 

MOTION RULED OUT OF ORDER 

Lid Strand stated that Ann 1 s amendment only clarified that the Council would 
have no table officers. Jt did not deal with the issue of the role of that 
Provincial Association would have vis a vis the Locals or whether there would 
be any paid staff. Jack Gegenberg favoured this amendment as a clarification 
of w ha t the P r o v i n c i a l Co u n c i 1 v10 u l d be . 0 n the o the r hand he fee l s th a t the 
committee must be free to look at the entire role of the Provincial Association 
and not be limitted to discussing the structuring of a Provincial Council. 
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Michele Valiquette spoke against the amendment> She felt that the amendment 
an t i c i pa t e d the f i n d i n g of t he Comm i t tee ., She f e 1 t th a t th i n g s s ho u 1 d be 
left open so the scope of the Committeets investigation would not be tightly 
limited. The chair ruled that the Committee accordina to this motion will ~,, 

have wide latitude to investiqate the structure of the Provincial Association . 
. Joan Meister spoke in favour of John;s suggestion. .Jack felt that the scope of 
the committee shou1d be as ~11de as possible~ Stf~phen v-1ondered \,vhat the status 
of the local Reps on a Provincial Council would be_ Jack pointed out that the 
table officers are elected at large by the AUCE membership, not by Convention. 
The idea of a Council is that it would be composed of people elected at large~ 
Stephen's point had been that the amendment was redundant and could prevent 
the Council from electing a steering committee from arnoungst their own members. 

AMENDMENT TO THE AMEtlDMENT IS DE FE/.\ TED 

AMENDMENT Moved: John Shayler Seconded: Michele Valiquette 
To add after Provincial Council ttwhic.h vJould not include Table 
but-~ i ch ·m~ _ _or may -~o-t i r~l u-a~a pa id person'(s) 'fu,t i or ,e~rt 
MOTION RULED I~ ORDER 
MOTION WITHDRAWN 

Officers 
. ' 

ti me. 11 

Sheila Perret felt that this should be a separate motion and not a sub amendment 
because the concept of a Council should have nothing to do about whether or not 
we hire someone. Nancy ruled the amendment in order because the Convention had 
already been discussing related matters of table officers etc. Jack is 
generally opposed because this sub-amendment gets too specific. The present 
motion does not exclude hired staff. Lid feels that a more general statement 
at the end of the motion is needed that would discuss the status of full time 
raid persons in the office. Lid feels that the only way to interpret this 
amendment is that a full or part time person would serve on the council and 
the only way that they could serve on the council is if they are elected Reps 
from the Locals. John Shayler withdrew the amendment, 

THE AMENDMENT AS AMENDED 
1) _T~a t we a_p_E r:?v.e_, h~ _ c9_ncep L~i_ ..... a.,... P_rov J!! .. ~~~_J__counc i 1 and that _a Comm ,l_! tee 
of t~h ion ~s__i.~~,,!~L_.~St::!~~,mf? .. e .. r$s E~~~i-J .. ~UE. er?.P.?Sa 1-.,~-~? .. _ch<=:1nge. -~he 
structure of the Provincial Executive to a Provincial Council of Locals with 
i:eP:'rt;,~ .. ~-n~t~·es ~eT~:-: t id f roln-~hlocaf"°.i~ . .r.~por t back to a Spec i a 1 Convention 
in September 19J2 . .........__.-·---~ .. ........... 

CARRIED 

Jack stated that he did not intend to move any ether amendments and that the 
subsequent amendments that he had proposed would be moved as procedural 
motions., 

AMENDMENT Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: none 

Continued on Page 32 
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To add an add i t i on a l sent e. n c e t 'Th c1 t t he C omrn i t tee sh a 1 l be au tho r i s e d to 
discuss the staffing and organtsing functions of the Provincial Association 
and changes necessary due to the creation of a Provincial Council. 11 

t. L!A ! R. RU· I ... F.:-. D ri, Lrr n F f" l{ l [".:' r- r, c· p t r\ f Pd r, ti ~,I ··r _1.' ·- .; . .,, .},.LJ_r, . 1. .• J ,~._.t,•vl,1 ,., \,, 

AMENDMENT Moved: Stephen Grci:y Jack . Gegenberg 

Nancy stated that when she had envisioned the original resolution that she had 
felt that the total Provincial Association should be looked at, not just the 
Provincial Executive. Lorrie feels that the motion is getting quite complicated; 
She wondered why we couldntt caucus to discuss these motions and then get back 
later, She also feels that there are a number of differing visions around 
this motion and that she wants some of them to be put on the Table. Nancy 
felt that she wanted to make the changes outlined in the report that she wrote 
with Jack, 
MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Lorrie Rudland 

That . i~._.2.rder to_ discuss~h~,r_,~ter~~ .... 9.n the" a9e_n,da that this matter be 
9efe.!:_,r~_d ~nd that it be the_f .. ~""T.~.1:_ item o_f, _business on Sunday's ,agenda, 

DEFEA.TED 

Nancy doesn•t mind deferring this item, but she feels that all other items 
hinge on this motion and that we can°t continue today~ Jack felt that the 
debate is heading towards a resolution on this motion. He wanted to see if 
we could get this done today. 

AMENDMENT ON THE FLOOR AGAIN 
AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT · Moved:. Stephen Gray Seconded: Ann Sul1 ivan 

Cr!?~9~ .... i:~e .. V:'.<?r·d i ~ -...!~ .. -~nc l .... H~h.~t we a_.EE!'..!:,ve _th~ conc_ept of_~ Prov inc i a 1 
Council and that a committee of this Convention and interested members draw 
~~r<)J?o~a]y~chan9.e~01.~_s trl~~L~r~ •. ?f t~ro-;i nc i a 1 _As soc i at io~a, l~n-g_ the 
.1,i,n~~s ~,su99_e,s.t~.~--~y t!~~._P.2:.::2.l.sf~~S_:vs __ ~:~

0 
"1/J,5:<:~-..f-~-es i_dent ¾ s_R.epo,rt ." ,t ef3~t i c~ la::_ 

the comm i !.~~ s r;2_l l.. . ~-?.~ ~~-1:!. OJ!S:2~~~ _!_?,. Jia n 9.e the s t r u c_t_ u re of the 
.f'J":<?Y i :,1,c i a 1 E .. .. ~~s_~1t i ve. to __ .. ~.c.9.~J nc i.}=~ 1 ~.:?__unc_ i 1 of Loca 1 s V'J i th ree~eyen tat i ves 
elected from each Local ~ This committee shall report back to a Seecial 

.., ,..,, t ,_ fl1 ,1; "'",_._._--.-_.. .• _ •w.•, • :' e·+•• .,, , "',-.1.1_-.,,.._..,_~~·......,.:,.,..,._._~-~---."'- -J:-- · 

Convention_ to~_!)e ~.e 1 d !._~.--~ .. ~:E~~e_!r~9.}?? ·~11 

DEFEATED 
Lid is totally opposed to the amendmentc He feels that the concept of a 
Provincial Council is not necessarily dependent on the view in the President 
and Vice President•s Report. He disagrees with the decentralised vision of 
the Report although he is prepared to discuss the concept of a Provincial 
Council. Michele also disagrees with the amendment. She feels that there are 
different views of how a Council would operate. Jack is opposed to the amendment 
because he doesn't want discussion of the resport to confuse the discussion 
around a Provincial Council. 

AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT Moved: jack Gegenberg Seconded: Bob McAdie 

To c~~:?n9~. 1,J_Exe~u.t,.~ v~~~.-~t.o ,rA?sor; i at ion'.' s.~ that ii_~-~?~. l'.~- .~.h?:3!)ge_ th~ 
structure of the Provincial Association to a Provincial Council of Locals. •c' 1 

),I- - ... * 
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That we aoorove the conceot of a Provincial Council and that a Committee ............... ~.Jolt.ll~l~......,_ . .oj __ ~,--r-... ..... ;IJl.~~,'-41~1.--~ .-~H~~--=----- ........ ,~~ · - ~-~ ,.......__ ____ , ________ .......__.. 

:? f t L~~£E!~~~r.~ t ~2£~-2.l~.?--~l!~.!5:~~!:!'::!_ !.:l. ~~r:2.~~~L-, d r :3!~ u E .. £r _0:,poks ?. 1 .. o>t <:: <; f~ ~. n g e 
the structure of the Provincial Association to a Provincial Council of 

~-teJ?!i~ .i~i.~~~.Ir~::.~: J~ to r r.ortb~_to- a 
Special Convention in September 1982. 

~,,,,. .... .., ~ · ( 0 I -~W..,..,.11, Ht. r, I ......,, ' ) ·-,;, > - 0 ._ 1 I t 1( . ... -

CARRIED 

PROCEDURAL MOTIOM Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: ? 

.r~e .. R.e.e.C?..r.t. Kr .. .. f-~2:_r~d_ to a,20\~~~-~~Ll) be ... th.~ f i ~--~ t i t~f!! ... C?f: .th_e age~da ,a_!_ 
t~Y .. _S,pe.~.L?,.!__Convent ~on . fo _l.!~!".~d _ _£:La l _ _l _i terns n9t dealt with at . this 
R_e,g_u_,~ a r .. C.~~~~!Jr .\.eg ... Bu,d,ge t., Cons ti tut i ona 1 Amendments, Closing, o,f 
Nominations etc .. 
CARRIED 

Jack motivated the motion by stating that the Special Convention will deal 
only with the report of the Committee. He stated that the reasons why the 
other business would be delayed unti1 that time was because disposition hinged 
on what the report suggestedt and what the Special Convention would implement. 
Sheila Perret felt that the Special Convention should only deal with the 
Committee report4 Jf we are in effect extending the Convention then we should 
do so. Sheila felt that we should prepare an interurn budget for the first six 
months of the budgetary year~ She also felt that we shouldn't refuse to 
pass constitutional amendments just because the committee might deal with them . 
PROCEDURAL MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

The C0,!11~i_ttee o,f__!i:js C.onvention_2~~-L! .. ~~ns ist. d~legates from this 
Conver~.!.5,)n ~!1d_, __ .. t.~-~~sted~~p~r~~v;ho t~ish t~arti~ieat~~ 
MOTION RULED IN ORDER 
CARRIED 

AMENDMEt·!T Moved: Lid Strand Second~ none 

To delete the phrase Hof this Convention". 
FAILS FOR LACK OF SECOND 

Emergency Resolution #2 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That,, t.~rovincial Nev-Jsletter shal 1_ consist. o.f .?. bi-mon~hly .c~mei.la!ion 
of Local Newsletters. 

""'-' t • .....,.., •ir,,.,,.,.,c-e ·, t I i:,, · t ,., , -'• e, IIF -,:, 

MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 
That this resolution be deferred until the next Convention. 
CARRIED 

Continued on Page 3~ 
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Jack Gegenberg felt that the Convention 
could be dea1t with at this Convention. 
the committee ~fill cover these motions. 
resolutions would be only on deferral or 

should decide whether or not motion s 
They should look at if the scope of 
The Chair agreed. Discussion on 
non-deferra 1. 

Sheila Perret was opposed to deferral of resolution #2, She felt that it 
could be dealt with at this Convention. 
Resolution #2 - DEFERRED 
Emergency Resolution #3 - Su~mitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

WHEREAS the Prov i _nc i a 1 Executive is becoming a bu ~e§luc_racy? and 
~HEREAS ~he ~n ly way to ha_l t, and(or ~eMyerse . this .. proces,s is to reduce the 
duti~s. _and e~penses _of the or9anlsation 9 
Be it resolved that the Provincial shall: a) .. L "et . a l 1 r e r. f od i Ca 1 s u b s C r ( t i On s ex,e. i : e .~ a n d 
b .. Pl:' rchase a~y a~d it i ona l office. i en:i.en t, exc.~p t to r.~P lace ex i .s_i ting 
eq l:1. i pmen t . 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Sandy Church 

That this re~lution be deferred until the s_eecial Conyention. 

CARRIED 

Sheila Perret was opposed to referral. She felt that we have fiscal 
responsibi1ities that we must deal with at this Convention. 
BUDGET FOR 1982-83 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Jeanne Williams 
That the B_udget not be defer _r~d un ti 1 the Seec i a 1 Conv,e~t ion 

CARRIED 

CONSTITUTfONAL AMENDMENTS 
Constitutional Amendment #1 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That Sec~ i_o~_1£.__be amen_d~d t~~d 11W ! thin the Community the .~n.i on s ha l l 
w.o r_ k f o_ r the es ta b ·1 i 212_m en t _E..!~ p9_ 1 _i _t i ca l , soc i a 1 a n d s ex u a l . e q u a i t y , for 
': q U a 1 pa Y, !,~ r .. ,v~ 0 ,·~ .. 0 f e q U a l Va 1 U e , f <?._t a CC e S. S i b 1 e Ch i 1 d Ca re fa C i 1 i t i e S , f O r 
adequate and ful_)Y ~aid_e~~enrt ,~1 _leave, for recreational and cultural 
deye l oemen t,. ~c:> r C(?rnmu.~. i t Y. hea 1 t}~:! rv i~es, for adequate and a ff o rda b 1 e 
housing and against er i c,e' ..!.~!e<J ses. 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

That this Co~s_tJ.j_utional Amendmen~ .. -~e def~rr.~d . l!nt_i l. _the _Spe~ia
0

l Conve.nt_i,o_n. 

Continued on Page 35 
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Sheila Perret made a point of order asking whether Convention should be 
voting on if we should be considering these amendments rather than voting 
to defer them. The Chair pointed out that no one had objected at the time that s he 
had suggested the procedure. Lid Strand felt that the amendment to 2F was 
non contraversial and could be approved regardless of what kind of structure 
that we ended up with. 
MOTION Moved: lid Strand Seconded: Michele Valiquette 

That Convention be extended for 10 minutes. ------------------·-----·---
CARRIED 

MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Stephen Gray 
Th.at Cons ~_i tut i on~.1 /\mend!"flen_t #2 not be def er red until the _ Spec i a,1 
Convention. 
CARRIED 

Lid pointed out that this motion had to be dealt with because it would clear 
up the confusion over who would keep initiation fees. Mary Ogilvie pointed 
out that the Locals had been keeping initiation fees anyway and that the 
Constitution should reflect this. 
MOTION Moved: John Shayler Seconded: Kathy Chopik 

~hat the re.!f!~inin9 regular_ Con_stit,u ,tional Amendmen~s not be defer~ed. 

CARRIED 

Michele Valiquette felt that some of the Constitutional Amendments could be 
discussed at this Convention but that her Local felt that their proposed 
amendment to Section 6: Local Autonomy should be deferred. John Shayler 
felt that the whole orocess was too fast and that he wanted to have the 

: 

Convention to discuss the motions tomorrow at which time the Convention 
could defer the motionsv Sheila Perret felt that the first motion not 
deferred should have been dealt with at that time. Nancy pointed out that 
if the time had been earlier that the first motion not deferred would have 
reached the floor once all the mot ions of deferrment or non deferrment had reached 
the floor. 

AT 5:10 pm THE CONVENTION ADJOURNED. The Convention was to reconvene at 8:45 
the next morning. 
Sunday June 27, 1982 
Delegates in attendance: 

Nancy Wiggs, President, Local 1 
Jack Gegenberg, Vice President, Local 6 
Lid Strand, Secretary Treasurer, Local 1 
Sheila Perret~ Union Organiser, Local 4 

Continued Page 36 
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Sheila Rowswell, Provincial Rep, Local 1 
Bob McAdie, Provincial Rep, Local 2 
Star Rosenthal, Delegate, Local 2 
John Shayler, Delegate, Local 2 
Gail Slavik, Delegate, Local 2 
Ann Sullivan, Delegate, Local 2 
Lynne Taylor, Delegate, Local 2 
Francis Boabang, Delegate, Local 6 
Paul Doerr, Delegate, Local 6 
Stephen Gray, Delegate, local 6 
Michele Valiquette, Delegate, Local 6 
Jeanne Williams, Delegate, Local 6 
Kathy Chopik, Provincial Rep, Local 7 
Janet Laxton, Delegate, Local 7 
Observers: 
Joan Meister, Member, Local 2 
Steve Halford, Member, Local 2 
Mary Ogilvie, Member, Local 6 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: John Shayler 

Page 3(> 

That th~ ,mi ryutes of .the 8th A~n~a.1. Convention , .be .aeer~ve.d. 
CARRIED 

MOTION Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 
T~~t Emergen~y Res9]~ti~n #3 not be deferred. 
CARRIED 

Emergency Resolution #3 on the floor: 

Whereas t _he Provincial ~e~utive _i~ _b_ecoming a bureaucra .~y,; an,d 
~Jhereas the on ly__!la.Y .. to ha 1 t §ind/or reverse tr~}~- process is to reduce the 
d u t i e_ s. _a n d . e x.e en s es __ .. .<? f .... t b.~ ? r_g_~ i s a t i on ; 
Be it resolved that the Provincial shall: 

. Y) ,Leet" a 11 e··e·~ ! od·i~~lsul_)SCr_i et ions _expire' · and 
2} ,No~ .. e.u.r~h~s~ any additional office equi_ernent, exceet to rep1ace existing 
eq,u j ern~n t .. 

Jack Gegenberg advocated the motion. He felt that the the Provincial Executive 
had become a sort of small time, rather venal bureatJcracy which doesn't have 
anything that large to deal ~·-..dth .. He felt that the trend towards bureaucratisation 
could be reversed without rewriting the Constitution. He pointed out that 
there had been more resolves in this resolution but that the Provincial 
Executive had voted them down. He had hoped to pare down the duties of the 
Provincial Executive could be pared down to make it more accountab1e to the 
Locals. He a 1 so \111anted to ensure that the things that the Executive did v,Jere 
things that were valuable and not just things that were simply generated by 
an internal bureaucracy. Michele Valiquette felt that this motion was anticipating 

Continued on Page 37 
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the work of the committee. She felt that we did not know what the committee 
would recomend, that we did not know how the Provincial Office would be 
structured. Mary Ogilvie felt that it would be a mistake to let periodical 
subscriptions expire because they were amoungst the most valuable resources 
in the Resources Centre. 
AMDENDMENT Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

! q~-add J_~:2 f l J,9y,r i n9. p_o i ~ts: 
c) Di_?~?l:.!-.l~u_Jn~g p~~rc~~.n _g m~reria_!__ for the Provi.n _~tal Library~; 
d) Not initiate any seminars, Conferences, or the 1 ike, but may at its 
- d·iscression · h·elp __ fu~an'd/or ~~gan-fse s~me inititated by any Local 

or co~.b i nations ,of ~ny,, .t~~ .. c.al s of AUCE; 
e) _Not subs i d i z e :4_h £ l l_y , or pa _r ) y , t h _e at tend a n c e of P r o v i n c i a 1 Exec u t i v e 

members at Confere~ces, w~~kshops, seminars, courses and the l!ke held 
_by organ i ,sat,i.ons, other, tt1an the _ i\UCE Loca 1 s. 

Stephen Gray asked whether there was going to be a motion to eliminate the 
per capita tax as a result of these motions. Jack Gegenberg stated that 
part of the original motivation for this resolution was the reduction of 
the per capita taxp Stephen responded by stating that part of the reason 
for paying per capita was that the Locals would be getting services from the 
Provincial. Jack responded that when budget is looked at we can see how much 
th i s \tJ i 1 1 reduce the expenses of the Prov ; n c i a l . Ka thy Chop i k s ta t ed t htl t 
these motions would cut out a lot of things. She is concerned that this would 
eliminate some of the educationals that her Local needs. She is concerned 
that people from Victoria wouldn't be able to attend Provincial functions 
and that she wouldn 1 t be able to get help from Vancouver. Lynne Taylor 
felt that the only thing eliminated would be seminars and workshops initiated 
by the Provincial but that locals could still request assistance from the 
Provincial. Her main concern was about the intent of 1 'E". She wondered if 
this was intended to exclude Provincial Reps from receiving financial assistance 
to attend educational and conferences. Lid Strand stated that he didn't like 
points A and Band that he 1 iked C, D and E even less. He felt that it was 
doing the work of the Committee. He made several points. 1) discontinuing 
purchasing maerrals for the Library would prevent the purchasing of relevant 
materials .. 2) Me feel that Constitutional requirements and motions passed 
at Convention direct the Provincial to hold seminars and workshops and that 
this motion would force Provincial to 11hint 11 to Locals that these seminars 
need to be initiated 3) He felt that this motion discriminated against 
Provincial Executive members and that it could prevent them from performing 
some of their functions. (ie - members from Victoria, attendance at DESC 
meetings.) He also felt that the resolution was overly constrictive. John 
Shayler was concerned that this would be doing the work of the Committee. 
He felt that these might be useful as possible recomendations to the Committee. 
Jack responded that the motion would allow for educationals initiated by 
the Locals and take it out of the hands of the Provincial. Jack felt that 
Provincial Executive members should be penalised because they tend to be 
isolated from the local membership and that someone from the Locals should 
be subsidised instead~ Jack feels that this Convention has already made a 
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commitment to changing the structure of the Provincial and that there is 
nothing wrong with anticipating some of the work of the committee. He 
felt that there is a collective concern at this Convention about the 
direction of the Provincial and that anytl1ing that will put us on the road 
towards the kind of organisation that is envisioned is ok. He feels that 
these resolutions can be changed at any s ubsequent Convention. Nancy Wiggs 
felt that although there is general agreement about a Council that there 
are two views about what a Council would be. One view is that the Council 
will have all these full time workers and perform many of the functions that 
it performs now. The other view is that Provincial has to radically change 
and get rid of its duties so that its major duty is spreading back to the 
Locals whatever per capita tax remains and getting Local Reps together to 
discuss in depth what is happening at their Locals and sharing information. 
Nancy wondered how we could be considering spending money if we are probably 
$15,000 in the hole. She feels that we would be irresponsible if we don 1 t 
severely 1 imit our spending over the next few months. Janet Laxton wondered 
if this motion would affect our ability to respond in the way outlined in 
our motion opposing the Compensation Stabil iation Program and outlining steps 
that we would take to oppose it. Jack feels that the only thing that this 
motion would limit would be paying Executive members to attend Conferences, 
Seminars and Workshops. Stephen felt that we would not necessarily bind 
the committee by this motion but that we are anticipating their findings. 
He also fe1t that the views outlined by Nancy were two extremes and that 
there are possible views between these extremes. He understood the intent 
of the motion when we were going to be spending a year discussing the Council 
but that he wondered what the ~oint was when we were speeding up the process by 
having a Convention in September. He also doesn't feel that because of the 
financial position of the Provi incial that the Executive would spend large 
amounts of money. Mary Ogilvie feels that this motion is over reacting to a 
three month gap at this stage. Kathy spoke against the motion. She said that 
the motion vJa s making her nervous. She felt that vJe were talking about not 
servicing the Locals, about lack of money, about eliminating seminars, and 
that ·once we get rid of the Gestetner that there isn't much point for Local 
Seven hanging around. John Shayler feels that we all agree that its a good 
idea to start the Council soon but that to break down the organisation quickly 
before we have the Council tn place is bound to make Local Seven nervous 
because it would appear that we would not have the resources left to help 
Local Seven. He felt that the Provincial would provide Local Seven with the 
educational that it needs. Bob McAdie felt during a time of economic hardship 
that we were cutting back just like other organisations. He felt that we 
should take into consideration if we were being responsible to our members 
or not. He felt that the situation was serious. The Convention was under-
represented. He feels that the usefulness of the Provincial to the Locals 
has ceased to exist except for the organising assistance to Local Seven. He 
feels that it is quite in order for Convention to give direction to the 
Provincial. He feels that except for local Seven where resolutions would be 
in order to increase assistance to that Local, that any assistance to Locals 
would be a waste of time. He fe1t that we should keep our Library up to date 

Continued on Page 39 
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until we decide what to do with it. Sheila Rowswell called the QUESTION. 
The Convention voted against putting the question. 
AMENDMENT Moved: lid Strand Seconded: none 

That 1 'E' 1 be amended to change HAUCE· Loca 1 s' 1 to 11 the Prov inc i a 1 Association and/cir· .the /\.UCE ·lo<~-a~ls~-r;-·--- . -·-·- . ---

FAILS FOR LACK OF SECOND 
Sheila Perret spoke against all of the amendments~ She said that it might be 
in order to discontinue purchasing new titles for the Library but not new 
materials because we have materials that need to be updated. She also said 
to prevent the initiating of workshops would be hamstringing the committee 
to looking at a Council. She felt that the Committee might want to set up 
a cross Local workshop or to hold meetings at the Locals. She felt that 
part 11 E1t might prevent a Loca1 from choosing a Provincial Executive member 
from being their rep. She is concerned that we might be eliminating our 
particpation in EplC or DESC. She feels that this is the wrong way to go 
about making the Executive more fiscally responsible. Jack felt that the 
motivation of these motions were not fiscal but political. Lid pointed out 
that his reading of 11 E" meant that we would not be subsidising the attendance 
at Executive Meetings by Provincial Executive members. He stated that his 
amendment was made to deal with this potential difficulty. Mary Ogilvie felt 
that the Provincial Seminars had provided a useful service. Kathy Chopik stated 
that her Local needed more than just financial assistance. Her local needs 
educational services, people to come and talk on a personal level to people 
on the campus. She pointed out that they didn't join AUCE because of the 
organising budget. Lynne Taylor responded to Lidts concerns. She felt that 
the motion talked about Conferences, workshops, seminars courses and the 
like .. She doesn't see the motion dea .ling with meetings. She doesn't see 
it infringing on meetings of the Executive or of the Committee. Responding to 
Kathy•s concerns she felt that if Local Seven asks for help that the motion 
allows for the Provincial to respond to those requests. Stephen Gray feels 
that we are trying to function as the Committee and that we are not doing it 
very well. He feels that if it takes 1onger than expected to put the Council 
into place that the Special Convention can deal with some kind of these motions. 
Seeing no one else on the speakers list the Chair put the question, point by 
point. 

That Point ttCJ~ ~-e ap,p.rove.d .. 

DEFEATED 
Th~ t P~ i,'! ~--' 1D~',. be. ?EE roved .. 
DEFEATED 

That Point 11E11 be ae2roved. 
DEFEATED 

A 11 the amendments were .~de: fea ted" The Chair asked j f there is any more 

Continued on Page 4'.(l 
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d i s cuss i on on po i n ts "At ' or fl Bu . Jack Ge gen be r g sa i d that any f u r the r 
discussion was silly. No further speakers. 

That Point "A' _'.__l>~~e2:oved. 
DEFEATED 
That Point 11811 bt":_~roved .. 

CARR JED 

MOTION AS APPROVED: 
WHEREAS THE PROVtNCtAL EXECUTIVE IS BECOMING A BUREAUCRACY; AND 
WHEREAS THE ONLY WAY TO HALT AND/OR REVERSE THIS PROCESS lS TO REDUCE THE DUTIES AND EXPENSES OF THE ORGANISATION; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE PROVINCIAL SHALL: 
NOT PURCMASE AN_Y ADDITIONAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT TO REPLACE EXISTING EQUIPMENT. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS 
Constitutional Amendment #1 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That the. WQrQ,i og. of Section. 2.E. be _c_baoged to . read.: . 
i t,h i .n the Community t.hE; .uni on sha.1 t ~ork _for . the es tab l i shment of 

Po~ it i .ca 1 , Socia 1 AND s.~X~AL egua 1 i .~Y, FOR EQUAL. PA.Y FOR, WORK OF EQUAL VALUE, for free accessible educational facilities, FOR FREE ACCESSIBLE 
CHILDCARE FACILITIES, FOR ADEQUATE ANO .~ULLY P_l\lD PARE_MTAL LEAVE.t for 
recreationa) and cultural d~velopmen!, for community health servises, 
f_OR .ADE_QUATE AN_D .. ~FFOR_Df\~LE HOU_~_IJ~G and _a9~ inst p~ ic.~ increases. 
(amendment in Capital Letters). 
CARRIED 

Constitutional Amendment #2 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That Section 4F be changed to read: 
The initiation fee of this Provincial Association shall be one dollar ($1~00) 
for each oerson \,.If sh i ng --to0 b'e"come arr;em~ber-except in the case where -1 aws or -·-::----:----....i--..------~---- ---~---------....:-.----~--~~~----:---.i:.eg u 1 at i ~ns re.9 __ u ire . -~ 1 es se .~ or ... 1 a rg.et.,, .. ! n _i ,ti at ion f e~.' in wh i C:h case the provisions of the laws and regulati?ns shall apply, instead and in place of 
the ~onst i tut i ona l _ !:.::S_u i rements. THE IN IT tAT I OM FEE COLLECTED BY _A CHARTERED LOCAL ASSOICATfON SHALL REMAIN WITH THAT ASSOCIATION. A COPY OF THE 
APPL i CAT I ON FOR MDillERSH IP SHALL BE SEtff TO THE PROV I NC I Al OFF l CE. 
{amendments in Capital Letters) 
CARRIED 

Continued on Page 41 
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Lid Strand stated that this was a housekeeping amendment to bring the 
collection of initiation fees into 1 ine with past practise.. ff this 
amendment is defeated Convention will be stating that they want initiation 
fees to be forwarded to the Provincial~ There would also be difficulties 
with how far back the forward ing should go and how much money would be 
involved .. 

Constitutional Amendment #3 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
' 

MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive. 

That th _ere be a_ nev~ Section 4L, Er~_or .. to t,h e current .4L, w~ich would 
be renumbered ~Mand that the wording of this section shall be: ~ .. .............,_~ 

Childcare shall be provided, or if_unavailable, _chi_l ,dcare ... _expen,se .. s shall 
be reimbursed, for any member in good__stan.~ir~g ,wh,C? .... att~n .d? any Provincial 
me': ... t ,i_n9 ,S?,t __ Conv,~n,~. ion. 

CARRIED 

Lid Strand pointed out that this amendment was in line with the amendment made 
to Section 2F. He c3lso stated that as a •1feminist'! union we should be providing 
childcare for our members who wish to participate in AUCE. 

Constitutional Amendment #4 - Submitted by Local 6 
MOVED and SECONDED bv local 6 , 

That Section 2D be amended to read: 
To maintain at .. _a 11 t im~s. the p~ in.~ i .e 1 ~s o_f ~oca 1 autonomy. _and democracy 
SO AS TO STRENGTHEN THIS PROVINCIAL ASSOCIATION, THE LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
AND THE RELATIONS-AMO~~G THEM. 

MOTION Moved: Stephen Gray Seconded: Michele Valiquette 
That Constitutional _ Amendment#~ be deferred. u~til the Special ~on~~n!io~. 

CARRIED 

Constitutional Amendment #5 - Submitted by Local 6 
MOVED and SECONDED by Local 6 

-~ .. h~,t. S,ec ti on 6 ;_ ,L?~a"1 f\ut~n?,my be renam~d Lo,c_a l R i gh_t ~f Secession and that 
Section ~A be amended to read: {total rewrite) 

. . 

Petitions for Local Secession shall be signed no earlier than 215 days after 
thePrevious convention and must be submitted no . later 'tha n 2Iis days after -

....__....... _ .......,.,.....-~~___. 1 :Iii ' • 

the same Convention. --------------
~eon, .~ec~iet of .. E~.~£.!on of_~rJ~~ty-f.i.ve percen_£~5~) 9f the ~~mb_ershi,e 
of the Loca 1 Assoc i at Ton, th~. ,P_roy in<:; i al ~xec.ut i Vf: .. _sh __ a_l 1 ~_r~g,an i se a 
Commission of l_n_qu .. ~r.Y. ... Ac?n?isting of one {l) member nominate _d by each 
Local ~xecutive, in~ludJng the Local invol~ed. The Com~ission shall 

. Continued on Page 42 
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conduct a full inquiry which shall i nc l ude both a written questionaire 
~ -tr i ~-u te.d _ ,.:~o a 1 ·1_j~~'.£ii~"s~_~of ·f.~e lo~~ as _w~!_l as~ t te~danc_i .. a-t a se~c i a 1 
Members h i P. ..... ~' e et i C:9 ...... !9.~.!~~-r a r e~_ ~.~~--~~J__£9Y, t s of . such _! n i sh a 1 1 be 
borne _El_!-he P r o v i n~. ! .. a J~~5:E~l~.!. i o 

At !~-~---Ji_rst_Annu_a) .... ~.?n~~tlo~~f.!.~ s ecessi~J2.!:_0 7_e~~~ng,? h_ave begun, r~or~~ 
rnus t~ be g i vcn by the f?~e_t,,i t iE-nJ_r,9 .~ .. o.c~ l an_~ __ by the Comm i ss i 01! of I nqu !...!:Y.· 
.. Q,ee9r_tun it i e~. Sha ·t l .. b.~9 iven for a full di SClJSS ion of ~.h,es~ report,s by ~he 
Convention_. Sh~l._d , t.h.~ _c_~mm is s ion _fa i 1 to ~ep~f.t its f i nd,i_,ng,s_, however. 
i :'~<;>mp le te, ,s.eces s_ i ~0 pro _ce~ i ng s y-; i 11 advance au toma ti ca 1 l y to a referendum 
vote of the Local Association involved. 

Should the Con'(ention _deci~e by a ~!:~jori_ty vote. that th _e inquiry is comp_lete, 
a referendum vote of the Local Association involved rnu5t be completed 
w i th i n th . i r" t y- _"'( 3 o') da v·s.. 0 "r -~he C l O ~- A,?.. f Con Ven t i O !l.~- . f f 't_,h e _i n g u} r Y. . ! s f Oun d 
to, be i n c ~mp l _et e t h .E:. _ Co,ri v en_ t i o r1__? ha l l, 9 i v e d i rec t) :) n ~£_the Exec u t i v as to 
the r,,et~_o .. d -~.f come,let1_o!:l:'" ,!\_ny additional inquir_y,m~1s.t be ~omelete_d withJn 
thirty {30) days and a referendum held within sixty (~O) days of the close o1-¥·co"nv0ent ion. . . -

Th_e Provin~ial Executive sha _ll circulate to t~e ~ocal membership, with a secret 
referendum ballot, an outline of the matters in issue as revealed by the inquiry, 
a"'n'cl sfia 1 r· p·rovi de ' ·a· ·~rea'sona'6"1 e· .. time for return of ba 11 ots. A majority of the 
Local Association membership shall °apr)rove the referendum for secession before 
it \fti r l 'be cons i"ci''ered passed" -

~1 ... a .. y eo i n ---~.P w u ,n ~il + ,. t -~ e. Re.fer: e __ n ~um--~~) 1 0 t - i s C i r Cu l a t e_d ' a two- th i rd s { 2 / l) 
vote against secession taken at any General Membership Meeting of the Loca~ 
As soc i at ion concern .ed sha 11 ·ca nee 11 t"he oe tit ion . . --------~---------- · ----------- --· 
A Local Association shall not petition for secession within twelve months of an 
unsucces-s'ful-·sece"s.si"o 'n ref e rendumor"ca"ncellation of secession proceedings.--· 

---· ,. ,_ . ,...,, .. I;_,,_._ . ..,._...,......,_. ,ri f ·~---·----- · ----~~ • • 

MOTION Moved: Stephen Gray Seconded: Michele Valiquette 

That Const i tut i or:E .... !_J\rnend!)1enJ:_ //~ -~~ ,~deferred until the Spec i a 1 Convention. 

CARRIED 

~m.e:.~ .. gencx_ __ C,9n~!_i tut i~-~.1 .. .£,mendm~nts_ 
MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 

That Emergency Const i tut i ona 1 P roposa 1 s be ~laced on the f 1 oor. 

CARRIED 

Emergency Constitutional Amendment #l - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 

MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 
That Section 17D be amended to add the following sentence at the end of ______________ ...., _____ ~......._. . _.._..._.. . -
the Section: ' 1No Loca 'i Association sha 11 , \1\J i thou t reasonable cause, be more -than three months in arrears in remittance of per capita tax. 

r •~ 

DEFEATED Continued on Page 43 
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Lid Strand felt that this was an important amendment. There had been quite 
a bit of difficulty with the Locals remitting per capita tax late and that 
there is nothing clearly in the Constitution about how late per capita tax 
could be~ Sheila Perret spoke against the motion. She felt that the phrase 
1\.Jithout reasonable cause}! cou ·ld cause difficulty .. She felt that there was 
sufficiently strong language in the constitution. 

Emergency Constitutional Amendment #2 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 

MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 
That the fol lowing Constitutional Amendments be made so as to eliminate 
the eoslt"J on _of ·-P-.r9.v !. nc i a 1 To-Ord i~nator:___. 
Amend Section 7A: to read: 

. . 

There shall be a Provincial Executive of the Provincial Association elected 
annually. J t sh_al 1 be cornprTsed '"of~ th·e. Ft'V'E (5) Provincia·1 _T.abi'e o·ff icers: 
President, Vice-President, Secretary Treasurer, Provincial Organiser, 
PROV I MC f AL TRUSTEE, pl us t~-vo _ { 2) · P·rov.i"nc i a 1 Executive Members or du 1 y 
elected alternates elected in ~c~ordance with Local Association By-Laws 
and from each chartered Local Association of the Provincial Association. 

Amend Section 7B i a to read: 

The Secretary Treasurer shall be the salaried Provincial Officer. There 
sha 11 .. no_ ,o th.e:r-e.a id of!.~ <;er' s un l es.~ e.r~pos ed by .. a P_rov i r1c i al I Convent i 0_!2 
and. ape roved by the Provincial membership ,in hf-~ er end um. 

Delete Section 110 from the Constitution and renumber subsequent sections: 

The Prov i n c i a ~oo rd_ i tor sh a 1 l be a t 1 ea s t res eo ~.s i l e f o r cc;>-or d i n a~ i n g 
the Ne~1sletter Committee and Cross-Local Education. 

- -
Amend Section 140 to read: ------------------
There shall be a committee known as the. Provincial Ne\n1s1etter Committee. 
The Committee s ha lT be r.~.~.eons_ i b. le for the- pub_lJ cation 9f the Provincial 
!lewsletter, Bullet ins, -~n_d~~~isting _!h.~ Trustee in ~istr'ibu~,ing_ th~ 
Provincial Constitution ahd Provincial Policies and Procedures Manual. 

Amend all other section of the Constitution that make reference to more 
than _one safa.ried Provincia{ Officer=--70refer to on1y one Salaried Officer. _,_....._ ________ __,.,__________________ ....... " . 

Jack Gegenberg motivated the motion. He stated that the intent was to 
eliminate the position of Provincial Co-ordinator and to reduce the number 
of salaried officers from t~10 to one.. He f e 1 t that we had had a paid 
coorinator for one year and that it had been unsuccessful. He also felt 
that this would continue the direction started by Convention. John Shayler 
felt that this was anticipating the work of the Council Committee. Sheila 
Rowswell agreed with John. Sheila Perret pointed out that nominations would 
be happening at the end of Convention and that the position would have to 
be filled. She felt that we should be thinkina about an interurn Coordinator _, 

Continued on Page 44 
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rather than just eliminating 

MOTION Moved: Lid Strand C d d· ~econ e .i. none 

~.h,~.~ .E!!1.~r,9ency Const i tu_t i '2._~~~mendmen t. /12 
n,(.eS ti 9a t.C?rY ,Co_mrn it te~ 

FAILS FOR LACK OF SECOND~ 
MAIN MOTION ON FLOOR. 

DEFEATED .. 

Page 44 

be referred to the Counctl ·--- ------ ----------

Emergency Constitutional Amendment #3 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 

MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 
That the. _f o 1 ow,i ~,9 ~.ons .t i tut i ona 1 Amen9men ts _b,E; rn?J? e so as to rep l _ac,e t~e . 
_!:_rov inc i a 1 Trustees Commit tee with one Prov i_n_c i al Trustee e 1 ec ted at 1 arge_/ 

Ame.nd Section 9: Provincial Refer~ndums and .. V?~i.n,g .. ~roce~_ures by changing 
all references to Provincial Trustees to Provincial Trustee. . . ,..,, . . 

Amend Section 12A by changing the phrase r 'The Prov inc i a 1 Trustees sha 11 
. ,~ ' . , 

have ..... 11 to 0 The Provincial Trustee shall have .... 0 

Delete Section l4C which now reads, "There sha11 be a committee of three 
13} 0kn.ovJn .. as 'the prov i'nc i a'1 T rus tee·s ·, nominated and e 1 ec ted at the Annual _______ ..._ . . . . . 

Convention by secret ballot vote of those delegate present~ The Chairperson 
of th i commit tee sha 11 be e 1 ec te¢ by Provincial Ref er _endum and . sha 11_ 
serve on _the Provincial Executive .. The candidates for the position of 
Chairperson of the Trustees shall be the· tl1ree· {3) ·r·rustee·s nominated and 
elected at . the Co.nvention. · The Trustees shall maintain and update the--
Prov i n c i a 1 Cons t i t u t i on a ;1 d Prov i n c i a 1 Po 1 i c i es · a n d P r o c e du res Ma nu a 1 . I t 
_sha .l. ~e ,th~e 

2 

res.eq~~,s i bi 1 i ty __ ofthe Trus te .es to conduct a 11 voting for the 
Provincial Association includi _ng ~ho_se _\(ote:5 at _ th~ .... ~n:,1ual. Conyention 1 at 
Special Cpnven ti ons an~~e-~~e-~-~ Convr!.n ti ons, and 2a rt _i c~ la r 1 y r.ef eren?um 
~otes of the Provincial _ Assocl .. ation ~em~ersl-~.:....... Tbe Trustees S

0
~a_l 1 ,,,keep 

written records of the results of each election or referendum. These 
~o,r~? ,s,ha_1.·1 be o·p·e·n···:-to ar_1y m.~yi1ber _of ~he Pro~_i;1.~ial Association ueon 
request~ The Trustees shall be responsible for checking the credentials 
of tho's'e" en~ter-'f ng . the Trovi nc i a 1 As soc i at ion Convention to · ensure that 
those attending ar·e -·delegates 11 memb.ers in good standing of the Provincial ' ··-----· _.,_ . ___ ....;;.;- ____________ .,;;;;._._ _____ ---::;;.. __________ _ 
·Association who are attending as observers, or invited guests. 

· - < -· • 

DEFEATED 
Jack stated that the intent of this motion was to cut down the number of 
Trustees. He felt that in fact we had one Trustee anyway because when the 
Chairperson of the Trustees was elected the rest of the committee would fade 
away. John Shayler pointed out that this was changing a structure that the 
Council would replace. 
Emergency Constitutional Amendment #4 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
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MOVED and SECO~~DED by 
' 

the Provincial Executive 
That Section 4H of the Provincial Constitution be amended to read: ...., ~---......~--,~--....~-..-~-~~--··~.,..#'.,,._,,,.~~ ~--......:--~-~~ .. ---··-~~·---

:lEFEATED 

Lid Strand felt that this amendment and the following amendment to Section 41 
would clear of the confusion between what an umemployed member is in one 
section and in the other section. 

Emergency Constitutional Proposal #5 - Submitted by the Provincial Executive 
MOVED and SECONDED by the Provincial Executive 

That Section 41 be amended to read: 

HEA~QUARTERS M~BERS may retain active member sh i p_.._.r i _gh ts by p~_y_i ,ng n_C!_!_ 
less than th_e pe .. r c~.E.i.t_c?_tax eac_l]__!"flOnt_h. Membershi _p,,_\-vi1_1 on _ly l~pse if ~h~. 
P.~r--~-~e i ta,_~~x. , is I rnor_~ th~_t_~_ree J~ ffiC?_nths ___ r~ rs . .. TO BE RE INSTATED 
THE MEMBER MUST PAY AN ASSESSMENT OF S20.00 OR HER/HIS BACK DUES, WHtCHEVER 
Ts LESS, UNLtss THE ~EMBER IS UNEMPLOY.ED IN WHICH CASE SECTION 4H-SHALL 
Af'PL Y .. THE FOREGO t NG o6ESN6-f AP~PLY_fo_.,MEMBERS~bo'F A CHARTERED LOCAL. 

t tH 

(amendment in Capital Letters.) 
DEFEATED 
Nancy Wiggs had difficulties with the idea of headquarters members where old 
members "'1ho have nothing to do '1--d th Locals can • 'hang a round. i r She fe 1 t that 
this issue would have to be dealt with~ Mary Ogilvie said that she could not 
understand _the gap between the three months in this section and the five 
months in the previous one~ Lid pointed out that this was not dealing with 
a member of a Local that loses membership after the five months but rather 
with a Headquarters member who fa 11 s three months into a,-rc)rs. 

Lid circulated an Emergency Constitutional Amendment to Section 78 of the 
Constitution .. 
MOTION Moved: Lid Strclnd Seconded: Sheila Rowswell 

Jh~t ,th~ .. ,er9e.osed am~r~9ment to Section 78 ii f be put on the floor. 
CARRIED 

MOTlON Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Sheila Rowswell 
That Section 7B i if be added to the Constitution to read: 

Continued on Page 46' 
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All p_t:_rsons hir!.d , by ti~~ Pr~vincial Executive and/or Provincial 
Association shall be orovided with a document outlining the terms of ---- --------.....1--- ----- ~...-.._----· ..... ~ ........ . -~n!e l oy,~en t, the du r .. ti o~<?_f e~p_! oyrnen t 3A_~d _E)e termination date, if 
_a_n ....... v ...... ..... o_f ee r s.~..12.. 
CARRIED 

Lid Strand outlined the reasons for t he amendment. He stated that because we 
do not have the neces sary documentation tha t we may have t o pay a person who 
worked for an additional 2 weeks a f ter his appointment had ended. Mary Ogilvie 
felt that this was more properly under policies and procedures. 
BUDGET 

MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Sheila Rowswe11 

Th?t., w,e cons,i der the Bu?;1 .. et ,,for .. 1_~82-~l-
CARR I ED 

The Cna i r · ·was passed to Jack Gegenberg 

MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Ann Sullivan 
That the Budoet consideration for 1982-83 ~e. E~t on the fl~. 
i NCOME: 

PER CAPITA TAX 
COPIER REVENUE 
INTEREST 
APPLICATION FEES 
LABOUR CANADA GRANTS 
LOAN REPAYMENT 
TOTALS 

EXPENSES: 
BANK CHARGES 
DONATIONS 

"LEGAL/ACCOUNTING 
LIBRARY 
MEETINGS/CONVENTIONS 
OFFICE 
POSTAGE 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
OFFICE RENT 
PLAN 24 STRIKE FUND 
PRINTING/STATIONARY 
SALARIES/RELATED EXP. 
TELEPHONE/TELEGRAPH 
TRAVEL/ACCOMMODATJON 
LABOUR EDUCATION 

82,000 
50 

200 
? • 

- - ...... 

l, 000 
83;250 

·100 
l, 000 
3,500 

"'ti co .) 

1,500 
1,000 
lf, 000 
l, 200 
3,?0Q 

10,250 
7,500 

35,000 
2,000 
5,000 
l, oco 

AMEUDMENT Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Lid Strand 
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That an interum budget for consideration at the 9th Annual Convention ____ ____... __ ..,_.,.___~ . -~·--------------------
_<;;,C? Y..~. r .... h ., e. e r i ad _f-9 r A p !:_!.] __ }_ ~t to ?-.~ f~J_O t 

Nancy Wiggs asked whether the intent of this motion was to half the figures 
proposed in the budget enclosed in the docket. Sheila Perret stated that 
her intent was that we go through the budget item by item and decide what we 
could afford and not use the proposed budget at all. Bob McAdie wondered if 
an interum budget could be approved constitutionaliy. He felt that it might 
be better to approve a budget for the full year and then it could be amended 
at the Special Convention. Bob had difficulty dealing with this kind of nebulous 
budget. 
The chair ruled that the Convention does have the latitude to propose an 
in terum budget. 

THE AMENDMENT CARRIEO. 
MOTION Moved: lid Strand 

'That t,he, J.n.ter~m_ b_udge t 
INCOME: 

PER CAPITA TAX 
COPIER REVENUE 
INTEREST 
APPLICATION FEES 
LABOUR CANADA GRANTS 
LOAN REPAYMENT 
TOTALS 

EXPENSES: 
BANK CHARGES 
DONATtONS 
LEGAL/ACCOUNTING 
LlBRARY 
MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS 
OFFICE 
POSTAGE 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
OFFICE RENT 
PLAN 24 STRIKE FUND 
PRINTING/STATIONARY 
SALARY 
TELEPHONE 
TRAVEL/ACCOMMODATION 
LABOUR EDUCATION 
TOTAL 

Seconded: Sheila Perret 

_f.o.~-:A.er:; 1 ls t to ,seetem_b~r ... } ls t, l 932 -

42,000 
25 

100 
? . 
? .. 

1,000 
43,125 

50 
250 

l +, 000 
?C:Q .... ...,, 

1, 5UO 
300 

1 000 
1+00 
900 

2,500 
3,000 

15,000 
900 

2~000 
l t 000 

39t550 
~- ;,i.e. P" 

Lid Strand outlined the reasons for his revised figures. The revenue for half 
the year will be approximately $42,000. The $1,000 is money owing from local 
One and Local Six and Lid expects to receive this money within six months. 
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He proposed a reduction in donations to $250 because donations should be 
limitted to emergencies. Legal and accounting should be increased to $4,000 
because the costs of the audit will be higher than expected and there will 
undoubtedly be legal expenses because of the certification attempt at Local 
Seven. Library expenses should be pared to $250 to allow for absolutely 
essential purchases. $1,500 for Conventions and Expenses because of the 
Special Convention and the Committee to Investigate a Provincial Council. 
The Chair then asked Lid to just give the figures. Nancy Wiggs questioned 
the need for $300 under office equipment. lid explained that the $300 was 
to cover repairs. Bob McAdie felt that we needed to know how much money was 
on hand, how much money was owing to the Provincial and how much money that 
the Provincial owes in order to discuss the budget. Lid Strand responded by 
stating that the Provincial had approximately $9,000 outstanding in revenue, 
that a number of bills were outstanding but they were small except for legal 
and accounting. Sheila Perret informed Convention that at March 31st that the 
Provincia1 was owed $10,000 in per capita and that the chequing account was 
overdrawn by $5,000. The Plan 24 strike fund had $11,000 in it. Sheila Perret 
informed Convention that the Provincial had already exceeded some of the 
amounts proposed in the budget. $450 had been spent on Library. $900 wilJ. 
only cover 3 months rent and should be increased to $1,500. Jack asked the 
Convention if the Convention wished to precede in this way. He asked for 
suggestions. Sheila Perret felt that it might be useful to go through each 
item one by one so that the Convention would know what the expenses of the 
Provincial are. Jack suggested that lid's amendment be deferred and that 
the Convention have a general discussion~ Stephen Gray suggested a realistic 
assessment of what the $42,000 in per capita tax revenue really means and 
that once we have a clear understanding of revenues that we wi11 know what we 
are working with as we look at the budget. 
MOTION Moved: Nancy Wiggs Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

That w_e,, eu t aside t.h .. e e~?eos~ 1 . f,or t~e m_?men~t .. and 9?. t,h,rough each . i tern one 
by one and have a general discussion about what those items are. 
CARRIED 

Nancy assumed that per capita tax included projected per capita tax from locals 
4 and 5. lid assumed that the two locals would be paying per capita tax because 
the secession procedings for the two locals had not been completed. Nancy said 
that we shou 1 d assume that vve won I t get a penny from either Loca 1 . Nancy pointed 
out that we could also run into difficulties with Local 2 if their current 
dues referendum fails. She felt that we should only take the projected per 
capita tax from Locals 1, 2 and 6 and assume that we won't get anything from 
Locals 4 and 5. Sheila Perret agrees with that. Local 4 has voted to not 
pay percapita after June. Lid informed the convention that Local 4 had paid 
2 months of the outstanding arrears. Sheila Perret told Convention that Local 
4 had paid February and March the previous week, while Local 5 owed for October 
and November 1981 and January to May 1982. Lid pointed out that we could not 
forgive per capita tax for Locai 2 and that if we wished to assist them that 
we could offer them grants or an interest free loan. He felt that per capita 
tax from loca1 2 must be counted as income. He suggesred that we might have 
to add a new budgetary item for assistance to Locals and put $5M10,000 in this 
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item. Nancy felt that although the Local did have an obligation to pay 
per capita that if there was any possibility that they ~K~ld be unable to 
pay that we should take that into account when we prepare a budget. She 
also felt that we should not count on any money from Locals 5 or 5. She 
felt that we would have to go to court to get themoney and that it wouldn't 
be worth it. She also felt that we should take into account the possible 
debt situation of up to $23,000 . She also felt that we should recognise 
that since March 31st we have been spending this money and that some of it 
may be gone already~ Stephen Gray wanted to know the basis on which the 
per capita revenue was calculated. Ann Sullivan wanted to know what the 
projected revenue from per capita tax was assuming that Locals 1, 2 and 6 
paid their per capita tax. Sheila Perret suggested that the Strike Fund 
shou1d be dipped into if necessary but that when the per capita tax came 
in that the amount of money should be replaced. Nancy asked what the salary 
for the Secretary Treasurer was. Sheila Perret said approximately $1,800 
a month with benefits. Lid suggested that it was closer to $1,900 a month. 
Jack suggested that a break for twenty minutes would al lovJ delegates to 
come up with figuresr 

MOTtON Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Ann Sullivan 
That we break for 10 minutes and then continu~_to 1:15 p.m. when we would 
break for lunch. 
CARRIED 

Nancy Wiggs suggested that in Junet July and August that revenue of $21,000 
can be expected. She said that the bills that v~e absolutely have to pay are: 

SECRETARY TREASURER'S SALARY 
LEGAL/ACCOUNTING 
RENT 
PHONE 
TRAVEL 
PRINTING/STATIONARY 
PREPARATIONS FOR SPEC. CONVENTION 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES 
BANK CHARGES 
STRIKE FUND 

5,850 
4,000 

750 
350 
350 
600 
200 

1,300 
50 

2,500 

TOTAL 16,450 .... "-__,.........,__,.. 

LEAVING AND EXTRA $4,550 FOR EMERGENCIES. 
Nancy also suggested that the strike fund be dipped into to assist Local 7's 
organising drive. She also suggested that the priority for the s4,550 be 
assiting Local 7. She also felt that the $41 550 should not be used until 
we know the state of the books. She also felt that the $4,550 could be used 
for other expenses such as seminars. She felt that the expenses outlined 
are unmoveable. She suggested that we adopt this three month budget. Jeanne 
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Williams felt that the suggestion was good, but she wondered about April 
and May~ She wondered what the state of finances for April and May were. 
Nancy responded by stating that the reasons why she proposed this form of 
budget is that the money for April, May and June is already spent and that 
she found it difficult to budget for money already spent. The closest 
answer that she could give to revenues and expenditures is that we have 
spent something equal to, or Jess thdt, ~;23,539.l+0. We won•t know any more 
until the Audit is completed and the books brought up to date* Sheila 
to1d the Convention that tbe books were brought up to March 31st and the 
accountant told her not to touch anything after March 31st until the audit 
is completed. Stephen Gray wanted to know if any of the $21,000 would have 
to be used to pay for previously incurred expenses. Jack wanted the speakers 
to clarify if they were making rhetorical questions or whether they actually 
wanted someone to specifically answer the questions. Stephen felt that there 
probably was no answer to his question but that he still was concerned over 
possible debts. Kathy Chopik wanted to know when the books would be ready. 
Nancy said that to the best of her knowledge that they would be ready in two 
or three weeks. Kathy wanted to know if the books would then be brought up 
to date. Nancy said that that was the intention. Lid Strand felt that the 
figures were a fairly realistic appraisal of what our expenses would be. He 
felt that the suggestion provided the Provincial with a cushion to deal with 
unexpected circumstances. Nancy gave examples of expenses that hadn't been 
dealt with yet. She also said that the Provincial hasn't received per capita 
from all the Locals yet. She feels that normal debts will be covered by per 
capita tax coming in. If there is a horrible problem in the books, hopefully 
it isn•t a more horrible problem than the amount of the strike funrl. On 
the other hand, even if it is more horrible, there isn't much that can be 
done about the rent, salaries, and these expenses. Regardless of how horrible 
it won't relieve us of the need to pay the $16,450 in 1 isted ~xpenses. The 
only other way to deal with this is to have the audit completed, bring the 
books up to date, and then reconvene the Convention to prepare a budget. John 
Shayler wanted to know what the figure of excess expenditure over revenue of 
perhaps $15,000 would mean for the budget that we are doing now. Nancy Wiggs 
suggested that we assume the figure is $15,000~ $10,000 of that can be 
removed from that figure by using the strike fund. That leaves us with around 
$5,000. That eats up all of our $4,550. There might have to be something done 
about Printing and Stationary, Travel, etc~ Thsi should not eat into the money 
allotted to Local 7. Stephen wanted to know who is owed the $15,000_ Sheila 
Perret pointed out that this was basically an internal debt because we have 
been dipping into our strike fund. The money should have been in the strike fund, 
Stephen suggested that the $4;550 not be used until w~ are aware of what our 
financial situtation is. Joan Meister pointed out that the budget does not 
make allowance for extra office help. Nancy agreed and felt that any help 
would have to come out of the $4,550. Joan also pointed out that there was 
no money set aside for postage. She feels that the budget should be as close 
to what our real expenses will be. Nancy has no idea what amount postage 
should be. She also felt that we might not be able to hire Convention help . 

. Lid wanted to clarify what the debt was. The debt is money that was drawn from 
our strike fund. He also felt that there would be some difficulty with freezing 
the $4,550 without money in postage because a bulletin will have to be sent out 
after Convention as well as the Audit. Lid guestimated $300 to S500 to pay 
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for postage. Nancy s~id that if we added $500 
be left with a contingency fund of $4,050. 

LID'S PROPOSED BUDGET BACK ON THE FLOOR 

Page 51 

for postage that we would 

Nancy recommended that Lidls amendment be defeated and that the 3 month 
budget could be put on the floor. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Lid Seconded: None 

That Nancy's P.roposed t_hree month .budget ,rep 1 a_ce .~he , budget on the 
.i:, or 
A t O " 

CHAIR RULED OUT OF ORDER 

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1982-83. 
DEFEATED 
MOTION Moved: Nancy Wiggs Seconded: Sheila Perret 

That the Budget read as follows: 
. ----------·-

INCOME $21,000 

EXPENSES: 
SECRETARY TREASURER'S SALARY 
LEGAL/ACCOUNTING 
OFFICE RENT 
TRAVEL 
PHONE 
PRINTING/STATIONARY 
CONVENT I ON PREP/,RAT l OU 
BOOK KEEPlNG 
BANK CHARGES 
STRIKE FUND (LOCAL 7) 
POSTAGE 
UN-ALLOCATED 
TOTAL 

5,850 
4,000 

750 
350 
350 
600 
200 

l, 800 
50 

2)500 
500 

4,050 
2_1 , 000 

2 nd th a t th i s be a th re e mo n t !2_ budget to cover J u 1 y , Aug us t . and Sept em_b er . l 9 8 2 . 

CARRtED 

Nancy just wanted to add that if necessary a motion could be passed but that a 
formal budget happen at the Special Convention where the audit etc could be 
discussed. Stephen Gray wanted to know if the office would be staffed after 
August. He pointed out that money had been set aside for this. Jack felt that 
the current Executive would remain in office until the next one took Office which 
normally took place at the end of August. 

MOTION AS AMENDED (see above) ON THE FLOOR 
Jeanne Williams wondered where the $1,800 for bookkeeping assistance came from. 
Nancy informed the Convention that this was the hours that had been approved 
by the Provincial Executive to assist with the books which is 15 hours a week. 
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Sheila Perret pointed out that the $250 a month was estimated by the 
accountant if the books were done on a month to rnonth basis by a bookkeeper. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Stephen Gray Seconded: John Shayler 

!h_at no ot~er sub_st~nt ia 1 ~xp,enses be undertaken unt i 1 the budget: for 
Aeril, May and !une 1982 is in order. 

Nancy felt that the motion should say that no other major expenditures be 
undertaken until the next Convention. She could see that the Executive could 
fritter away the money quite easily. She doesn•t see that anything \,"ould allow 
us to make major expenditures regardless of what the audit looks like. 
AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT Moved: Sheila Perret Seconded: Nancy Wiggs 

To add ,.and the Provincial Executive has received financial statements 
for those three months." 

CARRIED 

AMENDMENT AS AMENDED 
That no other subs tant i a ·, e~penses ~e. un~1~rtake_n until the b,udg~t for 
April, Mal ~f:d . .. Ju_ne· is in order and that the Provincial Executive has 
received financial statements for those three months. 

CARRIED 

Nancy wondered what this would do to the Seminars that Sheila Perret and 
Kathy had referred to and which were already being organised. Sheila Perret 
felt that the Provincial Executive would consider them once the financial 
situatio~ is clearer and we know how much we can budget for, Lid felt that 
any seminars for Local Seven would be covered under the Strike Fund and any 
more general seminars would have to wait, Stephen Gray wondered ho\n1 long 
it would take until the books are in shape. Sheila Perret said that she 
would start on the books as soon as she gets them back from the auditors 
but that it might take about six weeks until April, May and June are updated. 

MOT I OtJ AS AMENDED 

That the Bu~_e t read as foll O\,.IS: 

INCOME 21 , 000 

EXPENSES: 
SECRETARY TREASURER'S SALARY 5,850 
LEGAL/ACCOUNTING ---4-,0-00 
OFFICE RENT 750 
TRAVEL 350 
PHONE 350 
PR f NT I NG/ S T,_A_T_1 -0 t--~A_R_Y ______ 6 __ 0_0 

CONVENTION PREPARATION 200 
-8-,-00_K_K..,_E_E,P--t N-G--· -- ·-----· a ...... ,..__. 1-,~800 

' ---------~-BANK CHARGES 50 
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STRIKt FUND (LOCAL 7) 2 ,5 00 
POSTAGE 500 
UN-ALLOCATED 4,050 

TOTAL: 21 , 000 -----------
and that this be a three month budget to _ cover July, l\ugus t a_nd s.eetembe r 
1982. 
That no ot he.r s ub::> tan ti~ e.>:p~n.se_s be. un_d~ta ken u_nt i l, the ?.udge~ .. for Apr i l , 
May) and Jur:1e is .r ... .or ,~_!..!:'__~.!2.d ~hat th _~ Provincial Executive has received 
financial statements for those three months, ------------ -------------

CARRIED 

MOTION Moved: lid Strand Seconded: Bob McAdie 

That the_~~ud,g_~t for the fiscal ye.ar 1982-83 be ~PP.r.?_ve_?, _at the Special 
Convention. 

CARRIED 

MOTION 

. -

Moved: John Shayler Seconded: Bob McAdie 

Tbh~ t the Convent i (?n :3dj our r,s f ,or l uryc~. 
CARRIED 

CONVENTION RECONVENES 
Nancy announced that it would be a good idea if those people who volunteered 
to serve on the •1counci 1 of Lemmings" stay for a few minutes after the 
Convention to arrange future mrneting times . 

REPORT FROM LOCAL 4 COMMtTTEE 
Mary Ogilvie made the report on behalf of the Committee. She started off by 
making sure that there are interested delegates who will draft a letter to 
Local 4 members and attend a membership meeting. Lorrie Rudland had indicated 
that she was interested. Kathy Chopik said she was interested. Mary continued 
by reading the motion. 
MOTION Moved: Ann Sullivan Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

~here~s the secession at1:._e~p~ ½)c~l 4 di¢ not suce~d according to A~CE's 
Constitution; and 
\·Jhereas Local 4 refused a specific invitation to attend Convention in order 
to discusslhefr concerns; · . 
Be it resolved that interested delegates to Convention request a meeting 
w th the member·s~Te -~f 'Local° 11' to · d r's·cus ~. Loca.1 4 's· conc~rns with remain in£!_ 
i n AUCE; and 
Be it further resolved that a letter be written by interested delegates to 
.h_ocal 4 memb.er.~ e)(p_re.?_s-ing .. _!-_be.ir reg~et that they did not _ attend Conv _ention 
a_r,~ .a hope t some .d,i scus ,s i 9n <?_f th~ l oca 1 s ~an b,e inti ta ted; 
Further that the Provincial Executive be directed not to initiate further -·--·-
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communication with Local 4 members or the Local Executive until delegdteJ 
.. from . th 

0

I s _Conv:ent ion have me't"'w th Loca 1 4 .m .. ~ber's ~~nd reported back to 
the Provincial Executive. 
CARRIED 

Nancy pointed out that only one delegate who was not a member of the Executive 
had volunteered to serve on the Committee_ Mary Qgilvie felt that the whole 
point of the resolution was to have some positive motion on the books in 
regards to local 4 even if it i s to clarify that we won ' t do anything~ The 
reason for exluding Executive members is that there has been so much intensity 
in the past between the Provincial Executive and the Local Executive. ~ancy 
felt that the only difficulty is that the person who will be doing all th~ 
work isn•t at the ·convention at this time. Jack wondered if it might help if 
the motion was amended to exclude only table officers. Mary responded by saying 
that if the only way for it to go was if Local Reps had to be included then 
fine but that the intent was for contact between members of one local and 
members of ther Locals to exclude the Provincial Executive. In th~ past 
contacts intitiated by the Provincial Executive have resulted in a smear of 
the Provincial Executive which has undermined the efforts to make contact with 
the members. The purpose is to ensure that the contJct is on behalf of the 
entire Provincial Association and not just the Provincial Executive. Lid 
asked if Mary would be interested in serving on the Committee. t1ary responded 
that she was already smeared by being a former member of the Committee. Nancy 
wanted to know if people were being quite because they disagreed with the 
motion or whether they don 1 t wish to participate. She said that she would 
rather see it withdrawn than defeated. 
Lid asked if Kathy Chopik was involved in the Local 4 Inquiry. Nancy responded 
by saying that Kathy was only involved in that she was a member of the Provincial 
Executive and participated in general ·discussions. lid pointed out that in 
the Constitution that members of the Provincial Executive are automatically 
delegates to Convention and that nothing in the resolution that we just passed 
prevented Provincial Executive members from serving on this committee. Nancy 
said that it was absolutely clear that Provincial Executive members were 
excluded and that no amendment was made to change this intent. Kathy asked 
about the drafting of the Jetter. Mary responded that the letter was to have been 
drawn up by the interested delegates. Mary felt that the on1y purpose of this 
was if there was any will to do anything about Local 4. Jack felt that there 
was a difficulty~ Half the peop1e at Convention either were or had previously 
been members of the Provincial Executive and are therefore tainted. The only 
thing he could suggest was that the committee could include other AUCE members 
but still excluding Executive members . John Shayler suggested that each Local 
write Local 4. He felt that there might be others at the Loca1 who might be 
interested in participating. Mary felt that it was not a coincidence that the 
majority of delegates were 11 tainted. 11 She felt that those in att~ndance \vere 
those who had shown an interest in AUCE and its future. Kathy suggested that 
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the motion should be reconsidered and amended so that only Provincial 
Table Officers were excluded. She felt that one of the reasons for attending 
the meeting was to clear up members misconceptions and that she could assist 
with that. 

MOTION Moved: Kathy Chopik Seconded: Michele Valiquette 
That the motion be reconsidered. 

CARRIED 

AMENDMENT Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: Kathy Chopik 

Th~ .. t the p h r a sa e If ex c l u d i n g Tab 1 e Of f i c e r s of the P ro v i n c i a 1 Exec u t i v e • H 

CARRIED 

Jack wanted to know how Mary and/or Lorrie felt about having non-table 
officers from the Provincial Executive on the Committee. Lorrie felt that 
the resolution was playing out a script. She felt that we should do every-
thing that we could do and that this seemed like a reasonable thing to do. 
She didn't feel that this was an attempt to exclude people but she felt that 
it might facilitate communications if people not directly involved could 
serve on this committee. She felt that we could try something and then 
hopefully lay it to rest. John Shayler wasn 1 t clear whether people were 
hesitating because they saw that this would take a lot of work. He wasn't 
sure if Lorrie was saying that delegates would go to a Local 4 membership 
meeting, outline what happened at this Convention and field question that 
Local may have and show them that we have some interest in them remaining 
as members of the Provincial , He felt that all this wou1dn't entail that 
much work bwcause we have all been filled in on what has been happening. 
He didn't have much time to participat~ but if the time could be arranged 
that more people at Convention would be interested. Nancy informed Convention 
that Local 4 1 s membership meetings were on the 3rd Thursday of each month at 
4:30. What would be entailed would be the writing, stuffing and mailing of 
a letter to the approximately 196 members of Local 4. The arrangements 
would have to be made to go to a membership meeting. Finally going to the 
meeting if permission is obtained. Lorrie wondered if there were any 
difficukties with the last part of the motion driecting the Provincial Executive 
to not initiate communication with the Local. Nancy saw nothing wrong with 
it. It does allow the Provincial to respond to contacts from the Local. 
M~ry felt that the intent of this part of the motion was so that we wouldn~t 
pursue the Loca1 for per capita tax. Lid pointed out that there was an advantage 
to having this part of the motion. This part of the motion indicates to the 
Local that we are telling the Provincial Executive to but out and that we 
wish to have a Provincial Delegate to local Membership discussion about the 
whole issue and that this might lead to a more favourable response from the 
Loca 1 . 
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MOTION AS AMENDED: 
Whereas ~he_ sec.~_ss ion . at te~1pt _ .,a !__Loca 1 11 did not . succeed according to AUCE 's 
Constitution; and 
\,Jh.ere'as °Local Zi-r~fu _se~. a ,~pe_c,i.f.ic_._i,nvitat i_(?n to at_t_end Convention in o~der 
to discuss their concerns; 
Be it resolved th~t ini:erested_de1e9a _t,e? _excluding Table Officer.s of the 
Pro~ inc i a 1 ~-~~cu.~ iv_~ .~_e.9ues t . a . meeting w i t_h, ~h.~ rnemb,ersh,i,p ~f l~~? 1 I+ to 
discuss Loca 1 4 1 s c~~ns ~vi th rema_i n i .n-9. in AUC E; and 
B~ .i~ fu_rth~r_ r~.solye~ .~ha_t a _letter be .. "~~-i~-~.en byHint~rested _ ?ele,9at~.~ 
to Local memb~rs ex_p_res s 1 ng ~heir _r,e;; t ... ,th~y: did not at te _nd 
Convention and a ~op~ that some discussion with the Local can be initiated; 
Further that the Provincial Executive be direct~d not to initiate further 
communic'ation w'it"h Loca'l 4 member·s--·or t'heloca1 Executive until dele ates 
fro,m, this ~or:1ve:1t ion ry~ve met ~i.t,h,,l _oca l,,, ~e~b~rs a,nd ,reported back.~<?. 
the Provincial Executive. 

CARRIED 
NOMINATIONS 
Jack felt that we had to have nominations because they had already been opened. 
He felt that if nominations are not filled or not closed and the terms of the 
current Table Officers are extended that it could look kind of funny. He felt 
that we had to be very clean about how we handed this. Lid felt that because 
of the way our Consitution is worded that we might have to close them and if 
no one runs that we could extend nominations until the next convention and then 
extend the terms of office of the current Executive. He felt that the other 
option was to clos~ nominations and to hold elections if any are nominated. 
He felt the third option was to leav~ the Table Officer positions vacant if 
no one ran~ Sheila Perret felt that we should see if we have any nominations 
and if we do then see what we need to do~ 
PRESIDENT: NONF 
VICE PRESIDENT: NONE 
SECRETARY TREASURER: NONE 
PROVINCIAL COORDINATOR: NONE 
PROVINCIAL ORGANISER: NONE 
PROVINCIAL TRUSTEE: NONE 
Stijr objected to the discussion. She felt that she could not nominate anyone 
with the question ·unresolved of how it would. happen. She asked when the terms 
of office would be up. Nancy responded by stating that it wasn't absolutely 
clear in the Constitution. She said that the end of August has been bandied 
about. She said that we are extending it by about a month for the Special 
Convention. Then we need a referendum for elections. She feel that it would 
be an extra two months. Star wanted to know when Lid ends his term. He said 
that he starts back at UBC on September 1st. Star was opposed to extending 
the terms of office. Star felt that the membership elected the Table Officer 
for a one year term and that even though the Constitution doesn't specify a 
end date that she doesn't see it as a particularly fair way of dealing with 
elections. She did see that there was a problem with paid positions. 
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She felt that people were concluding that the changeover to a Provincial 
Council was a given but that the decidion might not go through and that we 
would then have to deal with the difficulty of no Table Officers. She felt 
that nominations should go ahead and anyone who ran for a full time position 
would have to reapply on a month to month basis. Jack feels that if there 
are no nominations there will still be a Provincial Executive made up of 
the Local Reps. He felt that if no nominations are received that someon~ 
should move a motion that no nominations were received because of uncertainity 
over the future structure of the Provincial. Stephen felt that the Special 
Convention could happen at the beginning of September and that the term of 
the Provincial Officers could be extended for one month. At that time an 
interum Ex~cutive could be elected. The second possibility is that all the 
old Table Officers could be renominated and elected on the understanding that 
this election is only until the Speical Convention. Nancy agreed that w~ 
should not be unilaterally be extending terms. He agrees with Star's 
suggestion that we open nominations and that if no one runs then as of August 
31st the Executive will consist of the Provincial Reps. She felt that otherwise 
that we might be dealing with complex emergency amendments to the Provincial 
Convention. Mary felt that it is necessary to try and get these positions 
filled. She felt that regardless of what structure is decided on that these 
positions will be needed for sev~ral months. 
MOTION Moved: Ann Sullivan Seconded: Lynne Taylor 

!_hat nom,in~~!Mon.? r~m<?_~n ~een ~n.ti .. .. the See~i,?.l Convention. 
The chair ruled the motion in order. Star Rosental spoke against the motion. 
She felt that this motion was assuming that the Special Convention would result 
in a particular thing and that we can't assume that. She felt that this was 
an undemocratic motion and that we were bound by a particular process that is 
in effect right now. She doesn't feel that terms can be unilaterally extended. 
Nancy felt that for those positions where there are no nominations, we are 
in the same postions as if we had not closed nominations. For those positions 
where someone runs, they run knowing that they may be serving until the Special 
Convention depending on what happens there, If no one runs then the positions 
become vacant after August 31st and maybe that will be the easiest. Stephen 
does not buy the argument that we would be doing something undemocratic if 
we were to ex tend the terms of office. In many \~ays the Spec -i al Convention 
is an extension of this Convention. Nominations usually happen at Convention 
and if the real business of the Convention continues in September he doesn't 
think that extending nominations can be construed as undemocratic. 
Lid challenged the ruling of th~ chair that the Nominations can be extended 
past the Convention. Lid outlined his argument. Nancy responded by stating 
that although the Constitution does state that nominations must be opened 
but nothing states that they must be closed at the Convention. 
CHAIR SUSTAINED 
Lid felt that handling the situation in this way would make things more 
complicated. Lid felt that it is clearer if people either run or not run 
at this Convention. Extending nominations would put the Table Officer 
positions in 1 imbo. Lid felt that those people who want to change the 
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structure of the Provincial should take the respons ibi 1 i•ty of running the 
Provincial during the changeover~ Sheila Perret pointed out that the 
mistake in this motion was to close nominations in s~ptember and that 
nominations should close in July so that we know where we stand. 
AMENDMENT Moved: Sheila Perret · seconded: Kathy Chopik 

To rep 1 ace the wording_ i th 11 That nom i na t i~ns. remain open a,nd that the 
P_ rov ,inc i? 1 . E~e.c_u ~.i ve .eu9 .. l ~is h ,,,the_. l is t -~_o_f __ f_i_c_e_s_t_h_a_t _a_r~_e ___ v_a_c_a_n_t_~ _a_n_d_c_l _o_s_e nominations on July 21st. 

DEFEATED 
Lid opposed the motion. He felt that the only two consistent positions was to 
close nominations at the Convention or to extend them until the Special 
Convention. Star felt that if Sheila opposed extending nominations to the 
Special Convention that she shot1ld vote against the motion rather than propose 
a date somewher~ in the middle. Nancy felt that both the amendment and the 
motion should be defeated and that we should go ahead with the nominations. 
She would prefer that no one runs but if they do they will know that they may run the risk of having the office end in September. Mary wanted to know 
who would be charged with preparing for the Convention, running the Convention, 
managing the finances of the Provincial with there being no table officers. 
Nancy responded by saying that uder the duties of the Provincial Executive 
that when a vacancy occurs that those remaining on the Executive are responsible 
for performing those tasks. It would fall to anyone who runs for a table officer 
position or to those local reps remaining on the Executiv~. K~thy was concerned 
that if the Special Convention decides to go for a Joint Council that it won't 
take effect on the next day and that there are many things that must be done. 
Stephen asked Sheila to clarify the intent of her motion. Sheila responded by 
saying that if we don't have nominations then we have vacancies~ Because the 
vacancies are more than 4 months, notice has to be circulated to the menbership. 
She wondered how nominations could be closed when no nominations had been 
received. Responding to a question she said that if the positions are vacant 
then notice of the vacancy, together with a closing date, has to be circulated 
to the membership. He problem with September was that it was unecessari1y long. 
Stephe suggested that we could close nominations and then extend the terms of 
office of the table officers and that the two issues were being all muddled up. 
Bob McAdie called the QUESTION on the amendment. 
AMENDMENT DEFEATED 

Star felt by closing nominations now the purpose of Sheila's motion would be 
served because a notice of vacancy for any position left vacant would be sent 
out. Lid pointed out that by closing nominations at this Convention the intent 
of the movers of the motion could be fulfilled anyway. Lid pointed out that 
notice of vacancy could be circulated and setting the date at any date including 
the Special Convention or any date between. Jack also felt that the motion should 
be defeated, He felt that there would be no vacancies until the terms of the 
current table officers expire at the end of August. At that point there would 
be vacancies and By-Elections would occur. He felt that with the paid officer 
positions that a motion should be passed that paid positions be paid for on a month 
by month basis. Ann Sullivan felt that the intent of this motion was not to 
prevent nominations the intent was to take nominations for a period of time 
longer than the usual. This motion does not mean that there will be an automatic 
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extension of the term of office of the table officers. That was not the 
intent of the motion. Stepeh asked for a specific date when the terms of 
office would expire. Nancy said that although there is nothing specific 
that the present table officers took office on September 1st. Logically 
they are elected for one year. Stephen wanted to know whether if the 
nominations were extended that that ncessarily meant that the terms of office 
of the table officers were extended. Nancy said that she felt that Star was 
right when she pointed out that the table officers are elected for one year. 
S ta r po i n t ed out where the Cons t i tu t i on s a i d II an nu a l l y > • 

1 S t e p hen responded 
by saying that the date of Convention was somewhat arbitrary and that the 
elections were.tied to the Convention. Stephenfs point was that he couldn't 
vote for the motion unless he under t ands the implications for that on the 
terms of office of the table officers. Lorrie said that she had no problem 
with the motion. She felt that the problem was the tf,ree months and that this 
could be solved by having the Convention in August. Lorrie wanted to know if 
the Rules could be suspended so that a freer discussion could be held which 
wouldn't be hemmed in by tight motions when non of us understand all of the 
implications and where we can see a series of alternatives for discussion. 
Nancy said that the Rules of Order could be suspended but that the vote must 
be unanimous. Nancy felt that one round of discussion might solve the problem 
and that a Coffee Break might be as good as a suspension. 
MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: ? 

That we have a fifteen minute coffee break. 

CARRIED 

Jack took over the chair. 
MOTION Moved: Lid Strand Seconded: none 

T_h a t the !110 t on be s p 1 i t . 

FAfLS FOR LACK OF SECOND. 
Sheila Perret called the QUESTION on the motion. 
MOTION ON THE FLOOR 

That nominations rem~_in, op_~n_until *the ~pecial Convention. 

DEFEATED 
MOTION Moved: Star Rosenthal Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

That nominations close at this Convention as usual~ 

CARRIED 

NOMINATIONS 

---------------- . 

President: Nancy Wiggs 
Nancy dee 1 i nes. 

Vice President: Jack Gegenberg 
Lynne Taylor 

Both Jack and Lynne decline. 
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Provincial Or9ani~~~: no nominees or volunteers 
Provincial Coordinator: Alexander Haig 
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Chair ruled that he was ineligible because he was not a member in good standing. 

~e~retary Tr~asurer: Alan McEachen 
Chair ruled that he was inelgible because he was not a member in good standing . 
(Hefs too busy wrecking the Canadian economy to serve as Secretary Treasurer 
although he declined with thanks . ) 

PROVINCIAL TRUSTEES (3 Positions): Robert McKee 

Did not accept. nomination in writing . 

No one nominated for Provincial Executive Table Officer positions. 

OTHER BUSINESS 
MOTION Moved: Stephen Gray Seconded: Paul Doerr 

~hat s e Ct j On s - 6 ,, th r Ou .9 h 2_ 1 0 f t h _e__P ro V i n C i a 1 CO n s t i tu t i On be de l e t ed e 

Chair pointed out that motion needed to place Emergency Constitutional 
Amendment on the floor. 
MOTION Moved; Stephen Gray Seconded: Ann Sullivan 

T~a .. t th_e Emer.g~ncy_Cons ti tut ion~ l Amendme.nt prop(?s_i ng_ th*e deletion of 
Sect i on 6 _ t r o t~g h 2 l b _ .Pu t on the f l oo r . 

CARRIED 

MOTlON ON THE FLOOR. 
Lid Strand challenged the chair. He felt that the Convention had been discussing 
Nominations. Nominations had just been closed and the next item on the floor 
shoL1ld have been what to do now that no nominations had been received. He felt 
that the resolution was an emergency Constitutional amendment v-1huch should 
properaly have come up under New or Other Business ~ Nancy reponded that the 
Agenda said Closing Nominations and then Other Business. She then asked 
the Convention if there was any other business. At this time Stephen brought 
up h i s mot i on • 

CHAIR SUSTAINED 
Stephen Gray motivated the motion4 His intent was not a serious amendment to 
the Constitution but rather to make a point that the rigidity of the Constitution 
had made it difficult to bebate and deal with the important issues before the 
Convention. A member of the Vancouver Indian Centre informed Convention that 
there had been a mix-up in the booking of the Hall and that they needed the 
hall right away. Lid informed the Convention that the Hall had been booked 
until 5:00. At a subsequent discussion he had been asked if the Convention could 
end by 4:30 and he said that it might be possible (Interjection in Convention 
occurred at approximately 3:45). Sheila Perret felt that the motion should be 
defeated so that we could talk about more serious issues. John Shayler said 
that this motion does point out that the greatest difficulty has been the 
rigidity of the Constitution and although that doesn't mean th2t you just 
abolish it. Kathy pointe- .d out that the membership would be quite surprised if 
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we abolished most of the Constitution. Lid called the question. 

MOTION ON THE FLOOR 
That S~ct,i9n 6 threug~_ 21 of the Provincia·r Constitution be deleted,. 

DELETED 
MOTION Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: Bob McAdie 

That the Provincial Executive be ·charged wit~ t_he res pons i bi l i ty of ensuring~ 
that the Provincial Association shall function until such time as the new ___________ ....._...._. --------- ·----------- ·--------
st rucu re_ has b_een .i !TlP 1 .. ~rne_!:!_ted .. bY .. th_e S_pec i al Convention, 

CARRIED 

Jack Gegenberg felt that the only way of dealing with the issue of maintaining 
the Provincial was to charge the remaining Provincial Executive with ensuring 
that it functions~ Jack felt that any change would be implemented by the 
Special Convention although there might be a gap of a month because of any 
referendum ballots that may be conducted. fhe only thing that Jack wanted to 
ensure by this motion was that things would be done. He wanted to ensure that 
it undertake any planning that might be necessary that our organisation gets 
through the Convention and the transition period. He wants the Convention to 
go on record as being aware that there will be a difficult transition period. 
Nancy said that this motion is exactly what is in the Convention. If she 
dropped dead this would change the makeup of the E~ecutive. She feels that it 
is a good idea to reaffirm what is already there. 

AMENDMENT Moved: Lorrie Rudland Seconded: None 

_I_h at t be . eh r as e '.: ~y ,the . . spec i a l Con v en t i on r I be de l et e d 

FAILS FOR LACK OF SECOND 
Lid called the question. 

CHAIR PUT THE QUESTION 
DEFEATED 
Kathy wondered if this motion extended the terms of the Table Officers. Nancy 
said it didn't. She pointed out that when a term of office ends that the 
rest of the Executive continues6 ~ichele was concerned that the three members 
of the Provincial Executive that would re~ain would have to do all the work. 
She wanted something that would ensure that the Committee assumed some 
responsibility to ensure the work of the Special Convention is done. 

AMENDMENT Moved: Michele Valiquette Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 
That the Committee to lnvestigat~ the Setting up of a Provincial Council 
b_e r.es pons i b 1_ e f_or s_e t_t _i 09 up the Spe ,c i al Convention. 

Nancy was opposed to the amendment. She felt that the Committee would spend 
hours researching and writing the Constitution and she felt that the people 
on this committee would not necessarily want to do this. She felt that if 
they volunteer to do so, fine but that they can~t be co~pelled to do so. She 
felt that this might lead to no one serving on this committee. She felt that 
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the job of rewriting the Constitution could take potentially a hundred hours 
or more. Lid spoke against the amendment. He felt that the committee 
could not be made responsible for setting up the Convention but that they 
could be made responsible for reproducing the materials that come out of 
their de1 iberations and have them send th~m out. But to make them in charge 
of putting out the whole Convention would be a mistake~ 
AMENDMENT TO THE AMENDMENT Moved: Jack Gegenberg Seconded: John Shayler 

To a,dd t,he _eh,,rase ''in conjunction vJith the Provincial Executive .... 11 

CARRIED 

Nancy asked th~se peop 1 e v-1ho had signed up to serve on the Commit tee if they 
would be prepared to work on the Convention over and above their Committee 
work. The majority agreed~ John felt that if all the people who can put in 
some time that that would be enough. Lid spoke in favour of the amendment. 
The amendment allowed the Committee and the Provincial Executive to 
coordinate preparations for the Convention and that he felt the committee 
sh ou 1 d .be res pons i b l e for d i s t r i but i n g the ma t e r i a l s that they pre pa re . 

AMENDMENT AS AMENDED' 
.!_hat th,e Co __ ~itee_t __ o __ lnve.s_ti.9ate t.he .. s~t.ting, up of a Provincial Counci 1 
be_ cesponsi_bl~. f~!"' setting. up .. ,.t.he_~_pecial Convention in conjunction "'1ith 
the Provincial Executiv~. 

. . 

CARRIED 

MOTION AS AMENDED 
That the Provinci ,?·1 Executive be _cha,n~_~d, ... wi_th the r~ -.seonsibi l ity of ensuring 
that the Provincial Association shall fuhction until such time as the new 
~-truc _ture h_<:1s been )mplem~0te_d ~y th_e Spe~ial Conventio~. That the 
.f o.'!lrn i t tee to . I ,n v es. t i g t e the, . s t t i n g . up o a P ro v i _n c i a 1 Co u n c i 1 be 
!..esponsib}e for se~ting up the S_pecia_l Conve~tion in co,njuction with th<; 
Provincial Executive. 

CARRIED 

MOTION Moved~ Lirl Strand Seconded: Jack Gegenberg 

That the term of office of the Table Officers end at the normal time. 

CARRIED 

MOTION MOVED: Bob McAdie SECONDED: Lynne Taylor 
THAT THE CONVENTION ADJOURN! -·-----------------

John Shayler pointed out that we had not set the date of the Special 
Convention yet. He was concerned that at least one weekend, Labour Day 
weekend, was out. 

MOTION Moved: John Shayler Seconded : Stephen Gray 

That ~he rn~t i~n to a~journ be deferred until w~ii scuss the discuss the 
date of th~ Special Conyention. 

CARRIED 
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Lid felt that Convention could not set the date because of the need to book 
a hall and make necessary arrangements. Jack pointed out that it was out 
of order because an earlier motion had instructed the Committee and the 
Provincial Executive to make arrangements for the Convention including setting 
the date. John wondered if a motion that the Convention direct the Committee 
to set the date sometime in September. Nancy pointed out that we already had 
done this~ 

MOTION BACK ON FLOOR 
Jack called the QUESTION 
MOTION ON FLOOR 

That the ConvE.!_ ti on adj OL!_r_n_! 

CARRIED 

C1 EST FINI! 


